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THE ROOSEVELT INVESTIGATORS START FOR PANAMA

OFFICIAL COUNT WILL HAVE
TO

Delivered by

In Advance, $3 per year.
60 cents per menth.

REPORTS OF

CONIES HIGH

ELECTIONS

ANNA'S CASE

10 CONGRESS

Lord Curzon May Be Ambas- New York's Lieutenant Gov

Chairman Bursum and Delegate Andrews Claim That Larrazolo Is Defeated by a Good Majority.

ernor Is Democrat
is Republican.

sador to This Country.
Russia
TO PURSUE

-- California

Wants

ITSPEOPLE AS

AND MONTANA

IOWA

FAR AS TOFOREIGN LANDS

JONES CLAIMS OTHERWISE

TRUE

ARE

TO REPUBIICANISLI
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Special to the Evening Citizen.
i'ortales, Nov. 8. .Roosevelt county
save rrraBlo S 8 Totes, agairmt 243
tvir Andrews, a majority of e:J5 for
Ijirraoolo. Statehood received l.t""J
votes for, and 19 against.
CAPTURES CHAVES
COUNTY.
Special to the Evening Citizen.
Roswell, Nov. 8. Returns are not
all In, but those in now give Larrazolo
41 majority of about 675.
LARRAZOLO

SANTA FE GOES FOR ANDREWS.
Smvlai to The Evenine Citizen.
Santa Fe. Nov. 8. The malorltv tor
Andrews in this county is 56; Catron,
Statehood passed by 737 ma- -

j

,ori,y"

GUADALUPE COUNTY

GOES

FORI

LARRAZOLO.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Rosa, Nov. 8. Larrazolo,
.Andrews, 617; statehood, 205;
against, 185.
The entire republican!
county ticket elected.
UNION

COUNTY IS STILL
DOUBT.

COUNTY

GOES

FOR

COUNTY
GOES
CRATIC.

DEVO-

rarls. Nov. 8. The hearing of the
Castellane diverce suit was resumed
before Judge Ditte In the Palaco of
The counsel
Justice this "morning.
for Count Bonl concluded his argu
ment before the court. After Malt re
Crupplo replied for the counter, the
case was adjourned for a week.
Slow Course of Justice.
The court, after hearing the conelusions of the public prosecution
next week, will announce its decision
either for divorce or for hearing wit
nesses. 'The creditors' cases, in which
the count and countess and George J.
Gould, us trustee, are made joint de
fendants, were called after the recess
today. The suit Involves $5,400,000.

-

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Silver City. Nov. 8. At 7 o'clock
last night indications were that Lurra-74zolo's majority In Grant county will
be between 5mi ana boo, and mat the
enure democratic iicKee was eieciea,
although Farns worth, the republican
candidate for sheriff, Is but 34 votes
behind his opponent, and with three
precincts to hear from, two of which,
so it is thought, may give him a Blight
majority. The democrats put up the
hardest fight they have In many
years, and will carry the county ticket
by big majorities, except for sheriff.
The republican legislative ticket in th"
district is safe, both Murray and Betta
having received big majorities In this
colintv.

IS COMING TO
LAND OF HIS WIFE,
Washington, Nov. 8. Ixrd Curzoa,
formerly viceroy of India, Is mention'
ed In diplomatic circles as the posCURZON

5;

IN

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Clayton, Nov. 8. Ten preciucts
give statehood, 412; against, 418; Andrews, 608; Larrazolo. 568. Legislative candidates republican.
COLFAX

Canton Is Suffering Terrlfflc Fire Detroit Has Democrat Mayor anrJt
the Cause of Which Is as
in Kansas Governor Alone ReYet Unknown.
mains in Doubt There.

ception of school superintendent, the
entire republican county ticket has
been elected with majorities running
up to 1.600. Antonio Lucero, demo- cratlc candidate for school superin
tendent, leads in the precincts heard
from by a few votes. The election of
larrazolo for delegate is claimed by
Democratic Territorial Chairman A.
A. Jones.
He says:
"I have no
doubt but that Ijtrrazolo has been
elected delegate by I.Oim) majority.'
Later.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
East I.as Vegas, Nov. 8. All the
precincts, except ten, in San Miguel
couniy, give i.anazuio on- - majority.
When all the returns are in, Larra-;'.22- .
aolo's majority will probably be I'OO.
GRANT

AN

DREWS.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Raton, Nov. 8. Andrews' majority,
as tar as precincts neara irom, is no.
The five precincts yet to report will
no doubt reduce this majority from
125 to 150 votes, so It is unfa .to" put
Andrews' majority in Colfax county at
about 814.

.VOTE

MORA GOES FOR LARRAZOLO.
Special to the Evening Citizen.
East Las Vegas, Nov. 8. Chairman
Jones, of the democratic territorial
central committee, has received word
by courier that all precincts In Mora
county, except one, give Larrazolo a
majdrffy of 175, and the other precinct will increase the majority to
about 200.

ANDREWS CARRIED SOCORRO
COUNTY.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
preSocorro, Nov. 8. Twenty-sevecincts pive Anrdews, 1,403; Larrazolo,
1.4!8; Kelly, 808;
821; Richards,
Green, 1,419; Mead, 838: Morton,
1,494; Ross. 777. Andrews' majority
will probably reach 700 and the whole
i
repuuuean
eiecieu.
Richards, for council, will have a majority over K!!y of about ' in this
iou nt y.

DELEGATE

Majorities for Andrews.
Bernalillo
Coltax
Dona Ana . .. .
Lincoln
McKinley
Rio Arriba
Santa Fe
Sandoval
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
'Valencia
Tola

!

231
XtiO

1'0
1

It'

:U0

60
700
700
200
300
1,500

5.360

Chaves
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Luna

700
652
550
128
17o
200
100
200
700

Moni

ot ero

m-ne-

Quay

Roosevelt
San Miguel
San Juan
Sierra

LARRAZOLO CARRIES EDDY
COUNTY.

PUTTING LAW IN FORCE LOUISIANA EXPERIENCES
AGAINST GRAFTERS

Total
4,t4
According to the above figures.
some of which are official and others
unofficial. Andrews has a majority
over Larrazolo of 916.
Chairman flursuui, of the republl
can territorial central committee, who
Is expected here tomorrow from So- corro, has wired that Andrews lias
carried the territory by a comfortable
majority.
it a dispatch from East Las Vegas,
Chairman Jones of the democratic
central committee, claims that the
JONES CLAIMS LARRAZOLO'S
territory has gone for Larrazolo by
ELECTION.
about 1,000 majority. In any event.
Spci.i( hi Ttt Evening Oitlacn.
Kuut iu Vegas, Nov. 8. I.arrazolo the race Is very close and the official
has probably carried San Miguel coun- count may have to decide the elecpre- tion.
ty by 800 ots. About forty-fivIt Is certain that joint statehood
cincts have been heard from, with
igut still out With the possible ex has been carried by a good majority.
d

i
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AND

PARTY LORD ROTHSCHILD WAS

W'imhmnuju,

FOR
Nov.

COLON

.

The president
and party l3ft here this afternoon ou
the Dolphin and tomorrow morning
will board the-- battleship Louisiana
at Woltn Trap light at the mouth of
the Rappahannock. Colon will be
reached, it is expected on the morning of Thursday lath. ,The cruiser
Washington and" the battleship Tennessee will act as convoy to the
Louisiana, during the trip. The present arranged program in Panama will
undergo no change from that already
published except that on Saturday
night, after the reception given by
the employed of the canal commission, the preshlent and Mrs. Roose-veil- ,
will return to the Hotel Tlvoli
and renwin there over night and Sun-flasailing for Colon
on Sunday
evening
Tiny will arrive In San
Juan on the evening of Thursday,
November 22 and will remain there
until the. following evening when they
will embark for the United States.
Washington
With u fair passage
l)4
reai lied on the evening of
.NoTcmlmr 27. In view of the somewhat longer Irip entailed by the stop
at lurti Huu. Hie president has taken
tt'lh him bis physician, Dr. Dixey, so
'hat tint ,rty will intitule the prei-it- .
Dr. !:vy
nt, an,! Urs. Kotis.-vi-ll8

j

TODAY

London,
Nov. 8. Lord Rolschild,
(lie head of the Ixindon branch of

the Rotsehild banking establishment,
birthday
celebrated his sixty-sixt- h
today. He received many letters and
telegrams from all parts of the world
congratulating him. Lord Rotsehild
was born in Picadilly, London on November 8, 1S40. He is the son of
Baron Lionel Nathan tit Rotachild
and a grandson of Nathan tie Rots-chil- d
tho Frankfort banker. He was
educated at Trinity college, Cambridge and was a memler of parliaborough of
ment for ihe ancient
Aylesbury from 1865 to 1885.

y

:t I

SIXTY-SI- X

Headsmen Give Exhibition.
Lagos, West Africa. Nov. 8. Under the auspices of the British government an exhibition was opened
here today by the headsmen of the
Loango tribe.
The exhibition Is
unique in its way as only simple in-- ;
siruments suitable for the cultivation or
of palm oil, palm
kernels, rubber, cotton matze, coco,
cones-shea butter, and mahogany
were received for exhibition. There
being no draught animals iu this territory uhlbitM of hand instruments
and machines proved of greater interest. There uiv a larg.' number ol
American. British ti.
German ex-- '
,

j

tiil.it

FATAL

AT

Mfnneadolis Finds 147 Cases! Judge Shoots Down His Life Coast Defense Cuns Would
Long Friend and intimate v
Last About Two Hours
Rebate at $1000 For In Encounter.
Associate
Each Case.
j

GERMAN

CKAZY MAN REACHES

INSURANCE

COS. WON'T PAY LOSS: PAN A.M A
Minneapolis, Nov. 8. Indictments
have been returned by a special fed- eral grand jury, which convened in
Minneapolis "October 22, to Investigate
In the
the alleged freight rebates.
case of the railroads the Indictments
contained 147 counts. The minimum
penalty for conviction in each case Is
$1,000 and the maximum $2,000.

j

i

ILLINOIS CENTRAL WILL
BEFORE PRESIDENT
NOT CHANGE POLICY

Baton Rouge, La., Nov . 8. The
nttsiiuig, aov. s. One man was
cause of one of the most dramatic killed and two were fatally Injured
shootings in Louisiana, when Judge and slxtetn others seriously hurt in
George K. Favro tlast night killed his a dynamite explosion this nfternoon
life long nssociate, Dr. 11. H. Aldrich, on Woodlawn avenue, Carrlck borough
Is still unknown today. The fact that where a sewer Is being constructed.
Kavrot was elected to congress on The men were all foreigners.
Tuesday by a majority demonstrating
his unusual popularity, that both men COAST FORTIFICATION GUNS
SEEM TO BE NO BUENO
have occupied high positions and that
Washington, Nor. 8. In tho annual
the street near which the shooting
took place was filled with the leading report made public by the war depart
officials of tho city, accompanied inment today. Brigadier General Cro- some cases by their wives, made the sier, chief of ordinance, makes the
s
gun now
statement that the
unusual Bettmg for the tragedy.
friends offer no explanation, for in use at most of the coast foiiiflca-tion- s
his death and Favrot, after spending
of tho United States would last
the night in Jail, refused to talk ex- .through an engagement of two hours,
cept to say that he had "sufficient the period that would tlapso from the
cause."
time the leading vessel came within
range until the last passed beyond the
CRAZY MAN 8TILL IS
range of the guns. A similar stateAFTER THE PRESIDENT. ment in a lesser degree Is made of
speNew York, Nov. 8. A Panama
guns of smaller caliber. The advice
cial to the Herald says that Jerman is the lowering of the Initial velocity
Kehl, who In 1903 tried to gain admlstn r,ll(inir Ih,.u n .'
"
'
Ion to the White House with the declared Intention of killing President NEW ILLINOIS CENTRAL
Roosevelt, arrived in Panama yesterPRESIDENT TALKS WELL
xew York, Nov. 8. J. T. Harauan,
day from Chile and was put under
arrest. Physicians declared him In president of the Illinois Central road,
sane and he will be sent back to hlii(i touay ,hat tnere wlll ,)(J no change
Chile. There are a number of secret )n operating methods of the road con- aervico men now on me istnmus
sentient upon hbj election. He
after the safety of President d,.( that the road will continue to
Roosevelt. For weeks the canal po- ,)rt.K,,, amicable relatloim with all
lice and detectives have kept close
,.,lng lin0s an(, wl not ,)rea.r
watch on all arrivals.
any (lf these over others. The presl- omCe wlU bo in UMmbo.
To Adopt New Tariff Schedule.
Ottowa, Nov. 8. At the forthcom- AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT TO
ing session of parliament a practical
DEAL WITH LAND VALUES
ly new tariff schedule will be adopted
Washington, Nov. ... In Its forthIs
now
preference
extendwhich
The
coming report the department, of aged to Britain and
other countries riculture will deal with laud values
whore favorable to Canada as Cana.ia in the United States. Tne report
Is to them will be changed so that will show that farm lands
in the
some Items will have a higher prefer- United States have risen in value
Inential rate and some a lower. It is
more than 38 per cent since 1900.
tended, however, to givt Britain a This is the average rise for the
substantial preference.
whole country. In the south Central
states
the increase has been 40 per
HEARTY RECEPTION IS
in the western states 40 per
'cent;
TENDERED THOS. LIPTON
in the south atlantlc states 13
Dayton, O , Nov. 8. Sir Thomas 'cent;
per cent. Cotton laud showed the
Lfpton, the geDial Irish baronet, met greatest
amounting to 48
with a hearty reception here today on per cent. increase
grain land adHay
and
the occasion of his promised visit to vanced 25 per cent and stock
farms
this city. Governor Harris and Sen 4
The
Vor'
blowing
.b'rat,r."
reasons
!l,ri,
the
the
personally
rural fre delivery; electric rail
through the el'y. Prominent Yachts- ways
and good roads; the movement
men from Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo, of towns
people to the country; the
Detroit and Chicago Arrived in num- pressure of population
the scarbers and the banquet tendered Sir city of free land; betterandand better
Thomas this afternoon was a repre- cultural methods, resulting in imsentative one.
provement of the soil Itself, by
(Intlniug, fencing and better fertilization etc.
WILL
NOT
JOINTURE
Sportsmen In Indian Territory.
Tex.,
8. Today
Nov.
EXCEED 15 PER CENT
hounds from no less than Un
ate win try issue at- sulphur. I.
T., where upwards of eleven hundred
jack rabbits from South Dakota, have
Two hundred
Special to The Evening Citizen. I kin turned loose.
pedigree greyhounds have already er-- t
Phoenix, Nov. 8. Figures in
is
alive with sport- lived and Sulphur
detail not available but all indications agree that jointure vote Jni- men. Tin-- prizes are valuable
will not exceed 15 per cent.
Aland Ihe meet is declared to bo the
THE REPUBLICAN. e inns' Important ever held In the
Alu-rich'-

pealed to the state department to aid
them In forcing three German Insurance companies and one Australian
company, that refused to pay for any
property destroyed by fire and earthquake damages above $14,000,000.
Government Decline.
Assistant Secretary of State Bacon
look the matter up with Count Hatz-fielsecretary of the German embassy, and discussed it at some length.
It is scarcely possible that this government can make k a matter of formal demand upon the German govern-m- t
nt.
d,

DEER VERY PLENTIFUL
IN COLORADO MOUNTAINS
Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 8. Hunters report that In Blanco, Routt and Gar-

12-in- ch

k

field counties, deer were never as
plentiful as they are at present.
Seventy-fivof Newmiles north-eacastle two hundred bucks have been
seen on the mountain and in the
sleepy cat district deer are more numerous than cattle. Mr. W. S.
superintendent of fish hatcheries quite
killed one of the
biggest bucks ever seen in this country. The animal weighed 275 pounds,
has eight points on one born and
seven ou the other.
'Ihe present
game laws are accountable for the
great Increase of deer herds ia this
state. In 1889 when the body of the
game law went into efTect deer were
scarce because they had not been
protected . Under the first law the
season "lamed three months but this
was not protection enough. In 1900
an amendment was made shortening
the open season to sixty days as It
stands today. A hunter Is allowed to
kill only one deer and that must be
a buck with horns and at loast one
year old. Though there Is no season
at all on elk their numbers are rapidly increasing
as they entrench
themselves in the inaccehsabli parts
of the mountains.
st

Kin-cla-

OFF

VERY

EVERYWHERE

e

PRESIDENT

IS

MOST SENSATIONAL

i

900 GERMAN INSURANCE COMPANIES REFUSE TO MAKE GOOD
636
3
Washington, Nov. 8. The policy200 holders In San Francisco today ap-

Union

sible successor to Sir Henry Mortimer
Durand, who retires as British am
bassador to the United States the first
of the year.
The fact that Lord
Curzon Is now on the sea between
Great Britain and this country and
has announced that, be will visit in
this country for some time, lends
color to the rumor.
BETWEEN RUSS
'
AND JAP IN MANCHURIA.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 8. According
to advices received here from Madl
vostok, constant 'friction exists be
tween Russians and Japanese In Man
churia. ' The Japanese, according to
the newspapers 'Of Vladivostok, are
continually pressing themselves In the
Kinterland of Vladivostok, where their
presence would constitute a serious
nionace to Vie' fortress. 'n the event
of a possibility of the resumption of
hostilities.
The charge is also made that the
Japanese are fortifying the Island .of
Saghallen, In violation of the treJly
of Portsmouth.
Emperor Wants Revolutionists.
The Russian government, through
the foreign office, has opened negotiations with other governments with
a view to concluding supplementary
extradition treaties covering fugitives
accused of preparation or appropriar
tion of explosives for use in the
of bombs. Several governments have refused to deliver up such
offenders on the ground that their offenses are political.
FRICTION

--

Majoirties for Larrazolo.

n

Spevial tj Thu Evening Citizen.
Carlsbad, Nov. 8. 'With only one
precinct t.) hear from, Andrews has
28". voles and larrazolo 847. State-hK826, ami against 252.
The ro
mulnin.; precinct, it is estimated, will
cast i'O v;tes. practically all for Lar- The present
razolo ami statehood.
vote for Ui- - legislative ticket is as
Cameron. 876; Cariintck.
follow:
315: Miillirs. 848: Lindsey. 345. The
native vote went to Larrazolo. which
explains h light vote cast for An- drews

FOR

,

Carrier.

SOI. LATER

GOULDS

TO

4

CONTEST FOR

DECIDE

DELEGATE

CHAIRMAN

Tht Evening Citlxtn,
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UGO.

HIGH PRICE OF COPPER
HAS STIPULATED EXPORTS
Nagasaki, Nov. 8. The high prlc
of copper In America and England

from this
has stimulated exports
country. Since the first of the present year 1 l.Ooti.biio have bcn
as compart d with tiu.boO durtin'
ing tlu' previous year. .Since
cl4.-- t.
f the war larne quantities of
mining machinery have lii'fn brought
into the country anil evoy effort is
made 1i tarry the copper
v !4i its i;t;iHi i'.4 velopmeiit.

'i

,,,,,

lc&Z

'?h:'

.

-

'

44

,

New York, Nov. 8. With eight
counties in the state still to be beard
from Chanler, democratic and independence league candidate for lieutenant govern or, has the lead over Bruce,
republican candidate, of 14,291.

ENTIRE STATE TICKET IS
CARRIED IN CALIFORNIA
Snn Francisco, Nov, 8. Fuller re
turns do not materially change the
first showing and indications are that
the republican farty elected the entir
Btate ticket. Gillett was elected gov
ernor by a plurality exceeding 12,000.
.

ONLY SMALL GAIN OF
DEMOCRATS IN IOWA
Des Moines, Iowa, Nov. 8. Iowa'a
election Is only, a questions of repub-

Governor Cummins
lican plurality.
received about 20,000 plurality with
the chances that the rest of the state
offices run about that. The democrats
gained six In the senate and eleven la
the house, but the legislature is still
republican. Final returns show that
Congressman Lacy haB been defeated
n the Sixth district
for
by D. W. Hamilton, democrat. In the
first and second districts, thought to
be in doubt, the republicans
have
elected their candidates.
DETROIT SELECTS DEMOCRAT
FOR ITS MAYOR
Detroit, Nov. 8. With one precinct
to hear from today Wm.'B. Thompson,
democrat, hag defeated Mayor Geo. P.
Codd for
by 3.000:
v
WILL 8END
REPUBLICAN TO SENATE
Helena, Mont., Nov. 8. Report,
from every county of the state indicate that the legislature, which' wilt,
elect a senator to succeed Senator W.
A. Clark, will havs n republican ma.,
jority of thirteen on a Joint ballot
MONTANA

KANSAS ALL RIGHT BUT
.

FOR GOVERNOR

IN DOUBT

Topeka, Kas., Nov. At
11 o'clock
this morning loth rof flicaug and
democrats are still claiming the election of their candidates for governor.
With nine counties missing, the republican chairman claims the election
of Hoch by over 4,000. The democratic chairman claims the election o(
HarrU by 2,000 and says that the official returns will show his figures
to be correct. , Outside of the head of
the ticket, the entire republican state
ticket Is elected. The republicans also
have an overwhelming majority In the
legislature,
which elects a successor
INSTIGATORS OF ODESSA
to United States Senator Jenson. ReREVOLT ARE PUNISHED. publicans have elected all of the
eight congressmen.
Odessa. Nov. 8. The
which has been trying agitators Indicted for instigating the revolt of
the garrison at Odessa, today sen- T.
CALDWELL KILLED
tenced two to be transported to Siberia and eight others to imprison
ment at hard labor for from four to
AT
eight years.
8.--

manu-facure-

ourt-martlal

1

FIRE WORKING

RUIN

IN CITY OF CANTON.

Hong Kong, Nov. 8. A dispatch
from Canton today reports a conflagration ranaglng on the harbor side
opposite the European quarter on the
island suburb of Sbameon. A strong
wind Is blowing and over 100 houses
are already destroyed.
Tho European settlement Is said to be in no
danger.
Over Coo houses have been destroyed, including all restaurants, brothels
utiad gambling houses, and the fire la
still burning fiercely. A window In
Godown, on the Island of Shameon,
hecamo Ignited, but the blaze was
promptly extinguished and Shameon
is not now in peril.
The marines
from foreign vessels In the harbor
huve been landed and are heroically
combatting the flames. No lives have
been lost, but the damage already
exce-etl$1,000,000.
The cause of the
fire Is unknown as yet.
s

ACT FORBIDDING FISHING
ON FOREIGN VESSEL8
St. Johns, N. F., Nov. 8. The Bait

act which forbids Newfoundlanders
to fish on board foreign vessels within colonial waters is causing considerable trouble here. Prosecutions of
a number of fishermen who have been
shipped by Americans outside the
throe mile limit are pending. The
government's action is evidently In
tended to deter colonists from going
beyond the ruarlno boundary to join
American vessels and thus be tne;
means of preventing American vessels from manning tbelr boats during the fishing seasons.

Body Found. by Section Men

at Algodones This Morning With Skull Crushed.
'4 4 4 4
4 4
4 4 4
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Algodones, N. M., Nov. 8. T.
A. Caldwell, a government secrt.
service officer under Joseph A.
Walker, head of the department
at Denver, was found dead beside
the railroad tracks here this
morning by a section gang going
to work. The body was cold and
bad been dead several hours from
all appearunces. The back of the
skull was factured, and one arm
was broken, injuries which bad
been made by a train. The de-partmcnt headquarters
author!- ties have been notified.
Caldwell was last qren alive
last night, when ho took bis va-- 4
Use and went to me railroad
tracks there it only a siding at
Algodones and trains have to bi
flagged
for the purpose of tai- lng train No. 1 for Albuquerque.
No one witnessed the accident
and it is not known whether be
was killed while hoarding train
No. 1, or whether he was struck
by a freight train, which came
along shortly after the passenger
passed.
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At noon nothing new had
learned which would throw any light
as t'i how Caldwell lost bis life. The
body was taken in charge by the justice of the peace at Algodones, according to a telephone message, and
will be embalmed to be shipped to
Denver. Undertaker A. Borders van
telegraphed to go to Algondoneg and
tiring the body hero to await further
instructions. Mr. Borders left for Algodones this afternoon, going overland.
U-e-

Vegetable Wizard Talks.
Abiline, Kalis., Nov. 8. Professor A.
Ten Eyck of the Kansas State Agricultural college, who Is creHlitite
with being able to produce an enormous crop on land not even classed
as arable, was the principal speaker
at tho annual meeting of tho Kansas
Farmers' institute today. His address
was of great importance to farmers
and the public generally as he showvalueless land
ed how practically
could bo made highly productive. AnCustoms Receipts Falling Off.
other Interesting feature In connecHavana, Nov. 8. Thu. customs
tion with the conference was the udwhich have showu a monthly
urt-.-of .Mrs. Henrietta Calvin, an falling off of about $4,00,000. are (till
aci.now
etlicietr. teacher of do- declining. Trade in the country U
mestic
at a standstill.
M.

scli-nce- .

i

'

PAGE TWC

ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING
'

for Its circulation as legal lenTHE EVENING CITIZEN 18S.1 der In anv amounts.
Gov. Squire, of Washington. Issues proclamation against riotraMIke Daily Ml Weekly by
ous Knights of Labor, who atTkt Citizen Publishing Company
tempt to expel he Chinese.
November 6
4 ytnt
for trannntlMlnti thrauch U.
1G5 Carteret resumes tho governmmitm u Meond clu mattar.
ment, from which ho had been
expelled In East Jersey,
170.1
George III. Issues secret order
fl NI O N (&f) LA BE L to Ilrltlsh iirlvattors to seize all
neutral vessels found trading in
the French West Indies; Americans lose many millions of dolOfTteUI Paper of Bernalillo County
lars, and the war spirit prevails
nd City of Albuquerque.
among the people.
1811
kmtkM frm Afterpooi Ditpatchea.
ien Andrew Jackson, without
Ur(Ml City intf County Circulation.
authority, with S.ooo nien. up-TIm Larcrst Nmt Mexico Circulation.
pears before the Spanish town
la'pft Northern Arizona Circulation
of Peusacoln, Flu., to drive out
the Hritish, who blow up the!
port and retire from the bav.
of people needing medicine, by
presidential ilec- keeping a neat, clean,
lion; first republican victory;
drug store.
A br:iham
Lincoln elected.
ISl'.l
General election held in the
We hold their patronage
confederate statrs under t ho
-- a
U
1 ..
- v..
D .. ...nnluln.
permanent constitution; Jefferu j .uppi my iiivin
piviripii,
son Davis, of Mississippi, and
curately, and at a fair price,
Alexander II. Stephens, of Georwith the best of everything in
gia, elected president and vice
our line.
president.
1KS0
10,000
Over
meat packers strike
unsuccessfully against Increase
of hours.
November 7
17t4 Massachusetts appoints Ienni8
Deberdt Its agent in London.
llattle of Tippecanoe; Indians
John M. Glnn Passed Away 1S11 conspire
to surprise Gen. Wm.
II. Harrison at Iturnt creek and
Railroad Avenue and Broadway
Ladies Hospital Monare effectively subdued after a
terrible struggle.
day Morning.
is;il New York & Erie Railroad commenced.
mob at Alton, 111., SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Judge John M. Ginn, aged 9 years, 1S37 A
Kev.
murders
E. P. Lovejoy,
died at 6 o'clock Monday morning at
editor of an ar.ilition paper.
Full Set of Teeth
hospital
at which place he 1857 Illegal constitutional convention Gold
the Indies'
Crown
$C
been
patient
bad
a
almost constantly
meets in Kansas and provides a Gold Filling
up
$1.50
many
months, sayg the Silver
, lor
constitution prohibiting the leg- Painless Extracting
50c
City Independent.
islature from making
John M. Ginn was a native of Noble
laws.
county, Ohio, and was born near Mar- im,.( At. Rappahannock station. Gen. ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.
ietta, the oldest town in the state. In
Sodgewlck defeats the intrenchrly life he followed farming, and
ed confederates.
only when the news of the rich disco? 1S82 (irover Cleveland elected goveries of placer gold at Pike's peak
ernor of New York.
swept over the continent, was his atNovember 8
tention diverted from agricultural pur- 1519 Cortez arrives In the City of
milts. In April, I860, with others, he
Mexico, where he Is received
started on the long overland Journey
with great honors.
B. F. COPP.
to the Pike's peak gold fields.
16iiC Raptists In New York are perROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
Arriving at Denver early in June, he
secuted;
William Hallet, of
followed the 'stampede' to the GregFlushing, fined $230 for permitNorthwestern Territory, at Cinory diggings, now the site of the ciUes
ting worship in his house.
cinnati, the earliest western
of Black Hawk and Central, in Gilpin 1800 The president denies the British
newspaper.
county, Colorado. Within a day or
minister
further intercourse IS72 The beginning of the great Bostwo after his arrival he c&st his lines
with the cabinet, because his
ton fire, which ravaged eighty
in Russell gulch, one of the many rich
pledges have been disavowed
acres, burned 1,000 buildings
placers of the country and now faby the British government
and destroyed thirty-fivlives;
mous for numtrous gold bearing quart mil Mason and Slidell seized: the
properly loss,
mines of Gilpin county. For a time
coni'ederatae commissioners are DiSlI Free delivery $73,000,000.
of letters is exJudge Ginn was succensful in his min
given up. thus establishing
tended to all cities In the United
ing ventures, but at last, the then ter
principle in International law
having
States
5,000
rible disease, mountain fever, attract
lor which tne United States in 1S;i:i Ratification of an inhabitants.
extradition
ed him and for weeks he was confined
variably contended.. . . ..
treaty
between this country and
to his cabin, attended at intervals dur Ibi!
.o..-- I
f
VK.H.
u. Mcuieiian, re
Norway is exchanged.
ing the day by Dr. Harsch, an eminent
signs his commission In th
November 10
physician and pioneer or that locality,
United Statae3 army.
1492 Antigua Is discovered.
and by the miners as they could leave iBso ss ran nernnardt. the French 1674 New
York is restored to the
weir work. It was under these con
actress, makes her first appear
British authorities.
ditions that he was found hy Hon
ance in tnis country at Booth' 1798 Passage
of the Kentucky reso
Henry M. Teller of Colorado, and un
theater, in New York.
lutions asserting the right of
der whom he read law. and through 1S89 Montana admitted into th
eacn state to determine the ex
whom he laid foundation upon which
Union as the forty-firs- t
state.
tent of national authority.
cunsequent and unremitting study en
November 9
abled him to build ihe superstructure 1C20 The Pilgrims come In sight of uti aianieys band displays the
American flag and marches into
and maintain the merited reputation
Cape Cod after a voyage of
ujiji, when he finds Livingstone,
of being one of the ablest attorneys
Hixty-tnredays,
1SS5
.
. .
Ihe North, Central and South
...
i
' of his day not only in New Mexico imo ue.n.
Arnoia, wltn 1,000 men
exposition opens at New Or
but Colorado as well. In 1870 Judge
arrives before Quebec, but i
leans.
.
inn removed to Silver City and en- tieierred rrom taking city by IDnn
report hy the secretary of
Baseu in tne pratt-ielack of boats.
of his profession
iate,
dated
October 18, and adand was recognized at once as an able 1793 First issue of the Sentinel of
dressed to the president, is pubana painstaking attorney, and built Op
lished, suggesting that the for
isrgaj i lucrative practice. In 1875
mer government of Hawaii be
he waltafcted to the legislature and
restored.
was instrumental in securing the nas.
age of the Sunday law which placed
mm in touch with the re le oua ele
FOR SCHOOLING
BUT OIED POOR
nients of the territory, irrespective of
aiect or creed, and gained for him an
enviable distinction with the moral
element of the county.
Socially Judge Ginn was ever a welcome guest at the fireside of all who
knew him. He was affable, courteous,
polite, a sincere friend and ever ready
to help and aid the distressed to the
extent of his means. His life wa8 as a
tear turned down in a well read book
tie plot, but partially unfolded, to be
reread in the summer land of eternity.
I
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November 4
Guadeloupe is discovered.
Oakland, Cal., Nov. 8. For three
Congress, by lis committee,
I
ears Miss Celiu Zwiilin
makes a declaration of rights.
I
I
T
J
graceful little body of chaining per1775 Continental
congress
-- OCZPW
directs
. sonality, had been selling tin pans
there should be Issued daily to
s
""ijsniie,
t,...-ual.. Nov
it me cities anoiiL the bay; then she
each soldier one pint of milk Philipps'is dearl
and a quart of spruce beer or he county poor house here. Despite became one of the fair
these facts Phllinrm a.
cider.
. .CL dating lady ushers ut Ye Liberty
ul me play house. All this Is for the nur- 1790 Gen. St. Clair surpri.d and ert.muot
"v-noncuitural world pose of earning money
routed by Indians on Wabaah,
enough to pay
knew.
!
II..
her way through college. The ambi- losing half his men.
ne
oiiKmat(.(i the phiilpps
Cling
1825 First boat via Erie canal arrives
ious and courageous
ach.
woman
expects to enter the vounir
in New York.
His p. aeh
University of
minions
of
dollars
1873 Thirty American captured with rot th orchardlstg
California In a few weeks ns a co-e-d
of the Pacific freshle.
Histrionic art is her goal, and
the Virginlus In Cuba are shot. coast.
1881
It was l
Denver becomes the permanent
win enrou as a student of ethics
issa that. Phiilpps rose
nd higher art such :iu la tipeciKnrv
capital of Colorado.
mo
Df ni s success as a
to the particular line of work tth turn
180 Area of the city Chicago in- nurseryman
H '
accumulated
a
chosen. Miss Zwilliu
creased by annexation of iox.2 small fortuim and t lit! Wl'inl In nn..
square mile.
rn;n.
become an utirpaa n,i
or
oiciianlisls
SutJS91 Cherokee Indians pnition for ler county. They
lug at the university will be exclusive- planted
y along artistic lines.
he partitioning and allotment orchard with the HhlMpp. c.tng
peach
in severalty of nearly 14,1)00,.
,m'8
,o
,r;o
ranu'
,h'n
ine
000 acres of land in Indian Terir you naven t the time to everrisn
,arUleis 'luurrele,! an.l fuit
ear-i- b
ritory.
i heir
egularly, Doan's regulets will nre- cas t.: the courts.
I llllliips
lBVi ine monument to the anarent constipation. They induce a
.....
wtis lieatin hi
mild, easy, healthful action of the
chists. Spier, Parsons, Engel his for,,,,,... Hs efforts o;4Uab
bowels without gripine. Ask vour
and Fischer, dedicated in Wald-hei- niniheif prove,! unavailing
he
roggist for them. 25c.
cemetery, In Chicago.
eventually became a county and
charge
November 5
Us associates, in the fruit
DANCE. . DANCE. .DANCE.
1774 Virginia militia, assembled at loisin.ss tleserletl him ..iir.?iJ
A SOCIAL DANCE IS GIVEN
AT
Fort Gower, resolve to support
The peach named after him how- their countrymen rather than ' er is a monument to his genius as COLOMBO HALL EVERY SATUR
DAY NIGHT. ADMISSION 50 CENTS
a nurseryman.
the tyranny of th king.
ADIES FREE.
1785 The fourteenth and last session of the old continental congress opens in New York.
1792 Second
congress
Is to love children, and no home
opens in
Philadelphia; John I.angdon, of
can
be completely happj "withNew Hampshire, lecied president pro tempore.
out them, jet theordeal through
1814 Force of 7.000 Americaus emwhich the expectant mother
bark at French creek and demust
pas
usually is so full of suffering:,
scend the St. Ioiwrence rivr to
take Montreal.
daDR-t- r
and
fear that she looks forward
18C7 John Morrissey,
prize flghU
i
ioc
ical
tn
ex
hour with apprehension
and
couvlct, elected to congress from the "bloodv Sixth"
na aread
Mother's
Friend, by its pene-lutio- g
ward in New York.
rtd soothing properties, allays nausea,
J 872 Susan H. Anthony and other
nervousness, and
women vole at the election in all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system
for the
Rochester; Miss Anthony anil viucai tuiii sue parses
itirough
fourteen
other
women
are tbe event hafely
and with but
l
prosecute,!
voting.
1873 William M. Tweed tried for seclittle sjficring, as numbers have
ond time and convicted on each testified and
said, "it s worth
of the fifty-oindictments and
sentenced to twelve years in its wenfbt in golj." $1.00 pir
the penitentiary
bottle ol druggists.
IJouk o.ntainitig
1875-- It.
P. Wand, of MlKbomi. introduces a bill into the bouse for valuable iijfonnation mailed free.
Ihe free coinage of silver and IHE BRADMUIj RICtUIOR CO.,
Atlanta, Co.
1498
1774
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a ions.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

I n
WANTED Housekeeper for family LOST Pearl breastpfiTIami
the center. Return to nfrw nf v
of four young men; no washing. J.
.
If.
nun receive reward.
A. H., Clil7.cn office.
lAJST
A tan covert jacket. Suitable
WANTED Two good milkers. Highreward given if returned to A
est wages pui'l lo experienced men.
713 Copper ave.
Matthews Jersey Dairy.
PERSONAL PROPERTY' LOANS?"
WANTED A sit Ion in a wholesale
or retail grocery, by a man of experience. Address '..
office.
WANTED Help furnished and employment oT nil kinds secured On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Honsea
promptly. Call on, write or phone Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Colburn;s Employment agency. 109 SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWest Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270 CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200.
Loans are qutekly made and
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-han- d
private. Time:
One month
clothing. No. 515 South First street, strictly
to one year given. Goods remain In
outh of viaduct. Scnu address and your possession.
Our rates are reasonwill call. H. J. Sweeney, proprietor able. Call
and see us before borrowWANTED A competent clerk, must ing.
speak English and Spanish and
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
come well recommended. Corres- Steamship ticket
to and from all
pond with Simon Neustadt,
parts of the world.
Los
Lun as.
Room 8 3 and 4, Grant BIdg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
boy about. 14 years old
WANTED-- A
PRIVATE OFFICES.
to go to Algoilones to do chores
Opsn Evenings.
around house; $10 per month and
board. " Impure A. J. Frank, at
Ruppe's drug store.
TWO
WANTKD
To trade house and two
lots on South Second Bt., No, 724,
for property in Long Beach, Cal. Address John Krick, 431 East Second Close In on North Fifth,
at a bargain
street, 1.tm Beach, California.
tnis week.

ALBUQUERQUE

INTEREST

ALLOWED

With Ample Mean

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

and llnsurpassid Facilities.

mm

LOTS

FOR

HEW MEXICO

Capliai snd Surplus, $100,000

MONEY to LOAN

Extends to Depositor. EyCrr
per AccommodaUon
New Accounts-Cap- ita,(
$160,000.00.

and

Solicits

Rfc.T.

FOR RENT Four-roobrick house, Also
close in. Apply F. F. Trotter.
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished
house, with bath, close In. No. 108
John street.
noTiscs
FOR RENT four-roo"Inquire at 234 North Walm

0nCETiS

house, close In, lowlands,

PORTERFIELD CO.

ter street.

airj-rwel-

two-8to-

PROFESSIONAL

ii

cToawen.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

LAWYERS.

orricERH and DirrccToira

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY ....
FRANK McKEE
.
R A FROST

R. W. D. Bryan,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
que, N. M. Office
Bank building.

t

Albuquer-Firs-

NEW MEXICO

L

National

H.

E. W. Oohso i
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Cromweu piock, Albuquerque. N. M

F. RAYNOLDS

OENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Kooms 15 and 16. Grant block, over
ine crimen Kuie Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
duo nanroBd avenue.
io.
Office
uours, :ou a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
P. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mail.
Dentist.
Rooms it), 12, 13, Occidental Life
BIdg., Cor. Railroad
avenue and
Broadway, Albuquerque, N M. Office hours, 8 to 12 A. M 1 to n P m
Colo. Phone, 129.
PHYSICIANS."

Depository for Alchlson, Topek.

i

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical
Current and
OR S
E Gleckler s'farm, the'best Germicide. Treatments given each
farm in Bernalillo county. Chas. day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
K. Gleckler.
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE Fine piano, nearly new
3158. Third street.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
fOK SALE EleganTTchabe piano.
A. BORDERS.
Call 512 South Broartwnv
Commercial Club Building. Black
For SALE Fine chickens, fine layand White Hearse, $5.
ers. 422 north sixth street.
ARCHITECTS.
Fuii iJALE Restaurant and luncii
F.
rtx)tn opposite depot.
W.
Spencer.
Room
Barnett
Easy payments, or for rent. Call ut once Go- Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
ing away. 305 South First street.
'hones.
FOR SALE Saddle p!)ny; also seconCIVIL ENGINEER.
d-hand
buggy and saddle.
W.
H. McMillion. 211 West Gold aveJ. R. Farwell.
nue.
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
i'OR SALE Five-roomodern house
NOTARY PUBLIC.
in Highlands, at a bargain
this
week. Po.terfield
Co.. 110 West
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Gobi.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
rOR SALE U)ts 3 and 4. blockT Gold avenue.
Eastern addition; level, no water
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
courses, wind brtjak to east. In
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N.
Department of the Interior, United
umiiuway.
btatos Land Office. Small HoldiDg
Hllt SALE At a sacrifice if A77.,nTi
once, a nine-roobrick
lionse; bathi cenar( cement .walks.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 19, 1906.
Address P. O. Box 218 citv
Notice i.i hereby given that the
.
I..
l i.
CI
-h'flW
ruuntsen-rooi- u
claimant has filed notice
uni.n
iiouse,
rurnlshed or unfurnished, electric of his Intention to make final proof
light, city water. 315 S. Third St. support of his claim under sectionsIn
Mrs. M. A. Scharli
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91
(20 Stats., 854.), as amended by
KOR
SALE Gen (VR
III Off ti u n .1 It.
the
business on the El Paso and South- act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
western In eastern New Mexico 470), and that said proof will be made
before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
htork $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
Albuquerque, N. M.. on December B,
for right party, Can
19oti, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora
good reason for selling.
of
healthiest In New Mexico. Ad- Carpenter, N. M., for the Tracts 1, 2,
3 and 4, Seclon
dress inquiries to this
19,
Township 11
Range 6 East.
run isALE The Minneapolis house North,
Me
names
tho following witnesses
on five years terms. 44 rooms, all
furnished and in first class repair. to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession
of said tract for
Income $200 per month; best pay- enemy years next preceding the surini'i'cny , Aimiquerque; must vey of tho township,
be sold, parties going away. Call
viz: Francisco.
Montez, Leonard Skinner J. M sutn.
or address C. 1). Ward, the Mlnnetier
and
Marcelino
Crcspin, all of Car"I'uus iiouse, Albiitiueraue N. M
penter, N. M.
FOR SALE Nearly new dining
Any person who desires to protest
chairs
uu i.i cues, porch settees,
tents, against the allowance of said proof,
cots, mattresses,
camp blankets, or who knows of any substantial
rea"beets, pillows. kitchen cabinet. son under
tho laws and regulations
nne sets of dishes, silver- - of the Interior department
such
'" in use two months only proof should not be allowedwhy
will be
at mountain summer resort.
On sale given an opportunity at the
inursday to Saturday in vacant
tinia and place to
store at 207 East Railroad avenue
the witnesses of said claimant,
' Hahn's coal office
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
FOR sale Ranch. Eiin voitoS that submitted by claimant.
and sons having sold all their
MANUEL R. OTERO.
'ie now offering their fine stock
Register.
stock
ranch tor sale. It is the best
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors, No.
ranch iu the country. Has
good wells, one of them has 209 West Railroad aveuue. Is
windmill and surface tank, it is an
to give thorough scalp treat'Jieal sheep range. Postoffice, Datil, ment, do hair dressing, trev coma,
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen-'- bunionB and ingrowing
nails. Sh
miles west of Datil.
gives massage treatment and manicuring.
SA,-Mrs.
Bambini's
"i'uirty-acre
own
preparation
M,)U
ranch, quafT
r of mile north government In- of complexion cream builds up the
dian
two acres good bear-"'- skin and Improves the complexion,
"rchard with all kinds of fruit; sud Is guaranteed not to be injurious.
Sne also orepares a hair tonic that
x'x acres cultivated ground
and bal-- cures
and prevents dandruff and tair
alfalfa. Good seven-roo"'one icidence, barn and other falling out; restores life to dead hair;
oni buildings.
For further particu- removes moles, warts and superfluous
lars inquire of It. D. I.usied, or ad- - hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
poMortice box 15S city.
All of these preparations
are purety
vegetable compounds. Have Just ad
PERSONAi.
ded a vibrator machine for treatment
SOI Tlli:;
GIRLS are the Most of scalp,
face and cure of wrinkles.
I, eau:
ifui
world.
the
next,
Get
It Is also used for rheumatism, pains
I, "V- and Join our correspon lence and massage
c
Write us for particulars. The
Dixie club, P O. box 15G, Chatta- Try a Cll.zen want advertisement.
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Ssnis Fe Railway Comoaov

STATE NA TIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,
Interest Paid on
Safety Deposit Loxes for Rent. Drafts

Drt. R. L. HUST.
Office, 68, N. T. Armijo BIdg.

We Want Your

y

y

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

".

U. m. BEPOaiTORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital. Surplus and Profits..

DR. D. E. WjLSON

4C-4-

VtZ"Z r6S ?ent

-

wft SALE.

two-stor-

"

.VJrr
Baldridge,
Solo

j.

,

'

W'

CARDS

Ira M. Bond.
UK..EY AT LAW, 32 F street
All
N. W., Washington, D. O. Pensions,
anus, patents, copyrights, caveats,
cuer paienra, trade marks, claims.

ry

"""--

..ler;

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,
TQPEKA A 8ANTA FE RV.

110 Weet Gold Ave.

FOR RENT Brick house of seven
rooms, modern, furnished complete.
Inquire Citizen otflce.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
rooms for housekeeping. 02
West Railroad avenue. Inquire at
rear.
FOR RENT Four-roocottage, furnished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car line.
FOR RENT OR SALE House" at 202
JNorth fcdlth street. Inquire at Old
Town postofflce.
FOR RENT Houses and storerooms;
aiso one storehoom and house connected. W. H. McMillion, 211 West
Gold avenue.
l
FOR RENT Pleasant,
fur- msnea rooms, with modern Improvements. Apply at store, D22 East
Marquette avenue, corner of north
Broadway.
FOR RENT Several pleasant, newly
furnished rooms, with bath and
electric light. 619 North Second
street.
FOR RE.nT Apartments
Tn
Par
View terrace,
eight rooms each;
steam heated, and all other modern
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room la.
Grant Biock.
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommqri & Mattencci, G24 West
TIJeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
$1.25 io $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
per nignt. Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
The Minneapolis
nouse,
'4
south Second street,
Albuquerque. N. M.

HM'r...
tm-t- ,

AKJT

Solomon Luna. Presiuent; W. R
Johnson.
nion
A. M. Blackwei,M.

tor

m
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CITIZEN.
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$100,000.00
22,000.00

UZT

of the Wond

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

ifarron. Wra. Farr. J. R
earns. J. A. Weinma

D. II.

. . .

Hornrlnn

t

mTo

a

i

Jar

n
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Hubb?.'1"

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Deal ers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

.

I

"OLD RELIABLE.

L. B. PUTNEY

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

ore-pare- d

y

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple
Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENU::.

iiooa

Tt nn.

fry

one.

M.

BALDRIDGE

.T. C.
DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT-Cov- ers
more looug best wears th
longest, most economical; full measure
ULUJJirfj rarcn Always In stock I'laster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Betiding Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

"i

i

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

e

d

'o

1873.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

na-oe-

.

ESTABLISHED

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

-

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

0
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ALBUQUERQUE

8, 1908.

EVENING

PAGE

CITIZEN.

tATESTVtCTIMOF

Our Prices

PHENOMENAL SALE

ASSASSIN
MILLER

We

Dies Broken Hearted.
'Never
Died of a broken heart."
ceasing to grieve for her brother, wh
on the night of October 1st, was lorn
by Max Miller, Miss
U-- assassinated
who has for the
Turley,
Way
Daiay
liast year been in poor nealth,
died, the immediate
cause of death being heart fallui
strong ana
Mls Turley, never very
thti rltv for her neaitn

vear aso, was slow
mothinir nvir
th
but surely recoveringandfrom
her lam
miiUi whirii caused her
.m thfilr old home life In
i- i- i
health in the.
Tennessee and seek
health-givinclimate
irtPd
,.f um hm,i when on the nlgut of Oc
tober 1 the news of the terrible death
tit h or hrother at the hands of the no
be-,- r
torious Max Miller, assassin, she
to decline and from that to tne
,.ua one month and six days nothing could bo dorse to stay tne wound
nmde In her tender, sympathetic
heart by the bullet which pierced her
ly

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work'

satisfaction.
To all who suffer from stomach trouble and rheumatism who will call on us we will take pleas- ure in explaining the nature and remarkable effect of these new medicinal formulae.

Cooper's New Discovery, $1.00 per bottle, six for $5.00.
Cooper's Quick Relief, 50 Cents per bottle.

Mrs. Hoge, who accompanied the
mains of Alisg Turley's brother, John
K. Turley, back to Tennessee, were
on the point of returning to hi Paso
wliea a telegram was sent advising
them of tne death of their uaugnter
and sister.
Up to 10 o'clock Monday morning
Miss Turley was not thought to be
in any danger, but knowing that e..e
was steadily growing weaKer and believing that her end was approaching,
he herself wrote and had the tol'
lowing telegram sent to her mother,
reading:
"Am sick, and want you to come and
stay with me."
Kven up to a few seconds before
'oath came she seemed to bo think-iof her mother, and in speaking
with her relatives, advised that nothing bo Bent to her mother that would
woman the
give the aged,
least nneaelaess. rter ono desire, so
far as ksown, for the past five weeks,
has been that her mother might be
spared all pain and grief on her account, and every letter sent by her
other sister or her brother to her
mother had to contain a message from
Daisy saying that she was doing an
rleht and for her mother to remain
iu Tensessee and get what rest and
comfort she could from being with
relatives and away from the scenes
connected with the traeic death of
her son at the hands of an assassin
Miss Turley was an accomplished
musician and was passionately fond
of music. It was always a pleasure
for her to accede to the request of
friends and play for them for hours
withont tho least sign of the appearunco of being bored or witnout in the
ieast showing that she thought she
wan conferring a favor.
The remains, accompanied by her
sistter, MIks Julia Turley, and pos
sibly Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Turley, were
take ta Athens, Tenn.. where lnter- v.ient will take place in the family plot
Saturday
ia Cedar Grove cenuery,
morning.
n
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rnar Second Street and Railroad Avenue.
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OF

SECLUSION

INVADING

DEATH

"SCIENTISTS?'

OF

Career of Mary Baker G. Eddy.
Horn Mary ISaker, 1821, at Bow, N.
of prominent New England fam-

Special Correspondence.
Boston. Nov. 8. mime cunosnj 11
has again been directed to tho some ily.
what nivstic personality of Mrs. Mary
descent, and
Is of Scoich-Enelis- h
p.nkpr f5 Kddv. founder and leader
me 4Miu.eu
ui
of the Christian Science church, tne;
The G. in her name stands for
Idealistic religious sect which com-- .
of her first hus-iblues in its belief that human health Glover, the name
Asa G. Eddy Ms her second,
Influenced by spirtual rather than band.
,
She has had one son.
bv material or physical agencies.
Well schooled in her youth and was
"it is reported that she has been forsome time near death with au Ucui- a contributor of poems and other lttnlilo rilqpnse. at lipr Concord. N. H.. crary manor to mananus
but al
Was a
home, where for some years she has
ways held advanced religious Ideas.
lived in almost monastic seclusion.
Made her "discovery" of Christian
For a long time Mrs. Eddy has kept
Science in ltfM. licgan leaching it
aloof even from her devoted followDuring annual conventions of in 1867.
ers.
Founded In Boston the first Christhe church in Hoston, she used to
The
The tian Science church in 1N79.
permit, visits by the delegates.
last time she appeared to them was "Mother Church" now has over r.u.ooO
in July. 1903, whoa a crowd of S.niiO members.
Estimated total membership of the
waited on the lawn and were rewarded
by seeing her for a moment at the Scientists 1,000,000.
window, and the throng, gathered
force which characterize
from the ends of the earth and from sustai-e- d
evtry section of this great country, her. Should 6he now be eliminated
was content. Only a very, very few from the direction of the vast field
adherents are ever admitted to tne which she dominated, she will at least
j
house to see her. On tho other hnnd. have prepared the Christian Science
however, she has been constant ly In church for existence without her.
A book, in fact, has made tho
touch with her disciples through
messages that have received llie con- Christian Science churcn, rather than
Mrs. Eddy, for It is many years since
"THE MAIO AND THE
sideration of gospel.
MUMMY," NOV. 14.
Mrs. Eddy is now a woman of 5 she has managed the church work at
Kb hard Carle's big and successful years, with" whitened hair which has first hand; but the book was made by
in us ''ul play of last season, "The surmounted decades of the severest her. It is over thirty years since she
putmsneu
Maid and tlit, Mummy," has started brain work by the exercise of the wrote it. In 1875 she
auspiciously on Us second prosperous
year. This is the musical piece that
has the enviable record of a
JJMiiMWiiiwwssjsswsWa
run iu New York, a
run In Philadelphia and a
s'
ma In Cnicago. The
company l largely the same as it was
last winter, and the mechanical and
electrical effects Hre greater than
ever. Not
with the dozen or
more son hits in the piece, Mr. Carle
last summer added one more, with
It is the
chorus accompaniment.
iu this musical mechoriu work
lange that
come in for tho most
extruvag:i-- l.
praise wherever
"The
Maid and the .Mummy" has been presented. There are thirty girls In this
chorus, each one chosen for her
lieauty, for her singing ability and for
her dancing propensities.
The girls
are tho sprightliest,
liveliest and
'
hardest-workingirls' aggregation of
entertaiaers ou the American stage.
"Tho Maid and the Mummy" conies to
the Elks' opera house Wednesday
tmmmmnmminmhli
night. Nov 14.
gBUFqe&mmmmmBmmamtmamBHkitin'i Minima
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JOSH PERKINS"
MRS. EDI) 'S HOME AT CONCORD, "N
AT THE ELKS, NOV. 15.
"Uncle Josh I'erkins," the New
Kugland rural comedy-dramcomes
Chapped Hands.
to Albu( lerque on Thursday, Nov. 15.
Wa.sh your hands with warm water,!
U unfolds a story filled with sweet dry wilh a towel and apply ChambernatumlneoS and iiosnesseH enough lain's Salve just before going to bed,
real life to make of It a big success and a speedy cure Is certain. This
with all who go to see It. The com- salve is also Invaluable for sore nip-pitpany this seasoa Is said by our exitching piles and skin diseases.
changes to be stronger than ever and For sale by all druggists.
is as laudable and as entertaining as
George, the
anything produced In many a day. It
son of
is one of those plays that sends Its George Easton. who resides in the
City,
was
audience home iu a better frame of uorthern part of Silver
kicked in the head by a horse about
inid and on better terms with
a,

II

.MRS.

'

j

HAKEJt

EDDY, FROM HEIt LATEST IMIOTOCU
NUMUEH OF YEARS A(JO.

"Science mid Health, With Key to tho
Scriptures."
Since Its beginning It. has been the
text book of the denomination,
To many It seems couched in meaii-- ;
Ingless
language,
but
Christian
Scientists claim to understand It ''!
see In every line an Inspiration.
li
Is without doubt a very Impressive
literary effort, judged solely by its;

l'll

TXKKN

T.

E. PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque

results.
COMING EVENTS
The brunt of the attacks oil Chris
tinn Science has been borne bv tin
fiat uro of spiritual treatment of phys
November 14 The maid and the
ical ills. Many aflhcted persons, b
living In the theory, have died refus Mummy.
ing medical attendance.
On the other
November 1 i. Undo Josh.
hand numberless curts of
-- Uncle Tom's Cabin--Th- e
November
Incurable diseases are claluu-for it
Holy City.
by Its devotees.
14 -- King of Triumphs.
December 29I. Hooligan's Troubles.
December 21 My Wife's Family.
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Illinois Central R.R.

Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth
Itching idles provoke profanity, but
profanity won't euro them . Doan'n
AND THE NORTHWEST,
cures Itching, bleeding
Ointment
or protudlug piles after years of suf the south and southeast.
fering. At any drug Btoro.
Ticket Office, 805 evtnteenth St
Phone, Main 1125.
I Dr. willluniH' Indian Pile Denver, Colo.
ki llntineiawiil cure mind.
JAMES CULTON,
'Uleedlmf
snil Iiutilini
pPlleB. llulmortfHthetuuiora,
Commercial A at
ui-rnluyn tliO ltttiliitf t
as a poultice,

.

after hav:ng sat through
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PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
DENVER,
COLOV
For abv occasion tickets will ta sold for one far
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NEBRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and
fare for round
trip. Ticket on sale Oct. 0 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from
date of sale.
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS
CITY, MO-- ,
NOV.
1906. Rate 930.75 for round trip. Ticket on sale Nov. 17.
18, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28. This can be extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of 91 at time of deposit
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO,
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets will
DECEMBER
be sold at rate of 942.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Home)
Visitor Excursion, October 19th, to the EasL
14-2-

3--

seven-year-ol-

the 1 o'clock Monday afternoon. The lit- entertainment.
The cast is said to tie fellow was carried Into the house
bo a finely blinded one and the speand a physician summoned, but becialties Introduced are declared to be yond a severe scalp wound o other
high class; special setting injuries were found.
lor every scene depicted is carried
Famous Strike Breakers.
eotuplete by the company.
The most famous strike breakers iu
i he
land are Dr. King's New Lite
Mrs. M. ;. Wright, lady territorial Pills. Whn liver
bowels go on
commander of the I.. (). T. M. for stn..e, they nuicklv and
settle the trouble.
Din lerrltoiies of New Mexico and Vand the purifyinir work eop
on.
Arizona,
i'h headquarters at Phoe- llest cure for constipation, headache
nix. Ariz, has arrived at Silver City. und dizziness. 2Dc at all druggists,
It is the
of Mrs. Wright to
If you want results in adwitis
interest ih ladie of Silver City in
!ae( ale-wot!, and
a
If an Evening Citiz.-- want ad.
hive
Siiijis earache 111 two minutes, toothache or pain of burn or scald iu five
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
HRO.MO
Quinin.' minutes; hoai'cness one hour;
Tako LAXATIVE
I ablelj.
Drikgsis-ttwo hours;
sore throat,!
rtfund money if
i' fails to cure.
E. W. GROVE'S twelve hours Dr. Thomas
Electilc
i!, monarch over pain.
i. on each box. 23c.

uhanuE)
NA1iuhl
NOV.
1906.

20-2-

BATTLESHIP ON WHICH TEDDY
SAILTED TO PANAMA TODAY

i

ytta Kates hLm
TRANS-MISSISSIP-

Trt! Ojhii32tl!li!U;f 1

"UNCL

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
oe ot
. CIRCULATION COUNTS.

one-thir-

three-month-

g
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The Citizen Publishing Co.

THE J. H. O'RIELLY COMPANY
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WE SELL THEM AS FOLLOWS:

brother's heart.
ittiis in itself was "pathetic enough
to touch the heart of the most hardened, but added to this is the fact
that her mother and an elder sister,
re-

grief-bowe-

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

We claim that the sale of them in Albuquerqe is larger than any other proprietory medicine
ever introduced in this city. We are receiving wonderful endorsements of these preparations daily
from people who have purchased from us.
We unhesitatingly say that we have yet to see a case where they have not given complete

Usan MnVH.

UA

Printing

In Immense Quantities

n

yestcr-afternoo-

rjgjlt

All Kinds Commercial

are now Selling the Celebrated

1

Our Work

--

are right

COOPER REMEDIES

Miss Turley. Sister to Man
Killed. After Short Grief

3-

THREfc

Prict
B0c$l-0Free Trial.

bur eat and Uuickeat Cure for e.11LUNG TU0UUTHROAT
1X3, or MONEY SACK.

ONE NiGHl

To
MINNEAPOLIS.
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA.
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,
CHICAGO,

The Cnest train service to the shore
points; also to New Orleans, MemKvansvllle, Ind.;
phis, Vlcktfbarg.
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.;
la., and ell other joints li
Juk-Riuvill-

e,

Fii-languid, weak, run, down?
Headache? Stomach "off"? Jubt a
plain ruse of lazy liver. Uurdockr
liiood ltittcra toius liver
and tto-- I
t'-'.Mitch, promotos diut b'n. purifit-....
s

I

THE ALBUQUERQUE
I'ubliBhed Dally

By
W.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUK

PAGE FOUR.
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ud Weekly.

The Citizen Publishing Company
. STRICKLER,

Prenldect.

MODERN INDIAN WARPATH
The old mettler of Minnesota, rniys the lluluth
Tribune, could hardly bcllovo his ryes when ho read that
the Ute Indians, one the warpath, had captured an army
wagon loaded with flour Intended for the troops pursuing
them, and had killed no ore. They merely took t:io
flour and Bent he soldier on with his wagon.
The Minneapo!i8 Tribune editorially discusses the
significance of the change in the Indian mode of warfare since the same Utes drove sharpened stakes through
the breasts of the older women they captured and canlod
The TriLiin
off the younger to furnisher their harems.

fays:

They have prepared for .his outbreak and are conducting it like a European state. So far they have shown
far more military preparedness ami military science than
the United States at the beginning of the war with
Spain. For at least a year they have heea planning the
d
outbreak and collecting arms and supplies. They
their troops wilh exactness and have acted in accordance with the laws of war.
There have boon no depredations or outrages
though they take the army supply
trains as lawful prizo of war. They buy what they need
from settlers and molest nobody. Hesides their
commissariat, they are fairly well supplied with
money saved from tholr annuities and obtained in trade.
But their real war chest is a line herd of norses, wnien
they drive along with them and sell as money Is needed.
This contrasts with the old Indian warpath of blood
and fire as the sack of a Kuropean town in the sixteenth
century contrasts whh a siege In the nineteenth. They
have been neglected and starved on the reservation in
Utah, to which they west years ago on fair promises.
They are making a
Their complaints were unheard.
military demonstration to emphasize them, us a civilized
state mohi Pi zes Its army or fleet to emphasize diplomatic
demands.
mou-lllie-
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The United ftales mint is finding continued dlffl- ulty In keeping pace with the excessive demands ior
subsidiary silver coIiih. Notwithstanding the activity
which began at most of the mints following the estab
lishment or the K)licy of purchasing silver bullion Tor
this coinage, the supply of subsidiary silver colnB In
the treasury has decreased rather than Increased as
the result of the excessive demands in the retail trade
Incident to the autumnal season.
It will probably be at least a month before the mints
will be able to utilize their entire capacity tor subsidiary
m ni. The S:m Franc sen mini IS engaged minimi, va- lusivelv unon the coinage of g;dd, this coinage having
Increased materially, and further increases being expeet- d as a result of the extensive gold importations of the
ast month aggregailng probably $ IO.iiimi.ihiii worth. A
contract has been made, also, for a small volume of sub- idiary silver coinage for the Mexican government, to
e struck at the San Francisco mint. The Philadelphia
mint lias been engaged with a rather extensive contract
for gold coinage on Mexican account which will probably
be completed in a few days. Owing to want of funds,
the Denver and New Orlenns mints have not been work- inc to their full capacity on the subsidiary silver. These
min1ti
mni iilno Ine Phlladeluhla mint, will soon be
ngaged In coining at a rapid rate the halves, quarters
and dimes that are now in so much uemana irom an
parts of the country. It Is not unlikely that the Phila
delphia mint will soon bo required to turn attention to
the coinage of gold pieces as a result of tho recent heavy
Importations of gold bullion. Butte

NOW FOR STATEHOOD
This territory has shown, like the country ul large,

It Is reliably republican. Delegate Andrews has over 3.tioo majority;
Htatehood has nearly 8,ntn; not less than nine territorial
out of twelve, and certainly nineteen,
couDCllmen
though proliabaly twenty of the twenty four members
of the legislative house. Such Is the showing at the
mvM-n- t
uritlnir. with little probability of any material
changes.
On the other hand. Oklahoma has gone over
The same is probably true of
whelmingly democratic.
Arizona. It would seem from these political conditions
ihnt New Mexico, on nrouer effort, ouuht to le able to
secure separate statehood, if not from the short session
congress, certainly from the first, ses
of the
sion of the sixtieth congress, in which the republicans
will have a majority of sixty or more.
The proper thing for New Mexico to do is to hold its
statehood convention, to which delegates have been
elected, as early as possible; formulate a good, liberal,
constitution, submit it to the legislature for
confirmation, and have our able and efficient delegate to
push the cause of statehood before the present congress
with all the Influence which Delegate Andrews is known
to command and with all the untiring perseverance of
which he has shown himself so abundantly possessed.
The vote for Joint statehood on Tuesday, satisfactory
aa It was, cannot, be accepted as any criterion of what
the vote' for separate statehood would be. The oppo
sition to statehood for New Mexico, uncomplicated by
fntangling and distasteful alliances, would be almost or
virtually unanimous.

that despite certain local differences,

fifty-slnt-

TWO RAILWAY EVENTS
There were two significant facts in the railway world
yesterday. One was the increase by the Pennsylvania
company of 10 per cent, in the wages of all employes
who were receiving at the time less than $2ou vr month.
The line was put pretty high, but it is wi ll that It was
drawn at all. Heretofore, the custom has been to apply
any percentage of raise .t the higher paid employes as
well as the lowest. The result was that while the employe who was starving along at $."0 per mouth asd a
family to support received $5.1111 a month more, or u
ior ine year, tne man 011 i.umi a month, or J.!.i"U pi r year,
had his" salary raised to nearly H.ihki.
The second fact was the election yesterday of J. T.
Harrahan as president of the Illinois Central, ami thus
the ousting of Stuyvesant Fish from that position. This
was the work of Harriman, and shows another large advance in the centering of all American railway interests
Into a few hands.

Meadow

(Jut of the forty-fivstates composing Uie Union,
according 10 returns this morning, eighteen elected no
democrats to congruss, ten elected no republicans, the
remaining seventeen elected divided delegations.
The
st right republican representations from eighteen slates
aggregate sixty-thremembers. The straight democratic
representations from ten states nhe seventy-nin- e
mem
bers. The divided representations from seventeen states
give 160 members to the republicans and eighty-foumeniebers to the democrats. These figures summed up
show 223 republican congressmen elected to
democrats. This result keeps for the republicans a good
workiug majority of sixty. This will probably be he
final result.
e

Kordsburg Liberal: The returns on ihe statehood
ballot in New Mexico will not be a true criterion of the
feeling of Ihe pooplo on that question. The voters appreciate thai blatehood will be defeated in Arizona, a re I
know that It makes no difference how they vote. Many
will think it is useless to vote, and there Has not been
Ibe, campaign there would have been if it ad not been
kuowu that the question would be defeated in Arizona
Do not lose sight of ihe fact that the
gains in the election ycsleray are, a menace 10
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It Is
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Gold

Butter

'Work-men- ,

by

s.
Is
work

In

venti-

rooms.

t

well
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$1.75, $2.00, $2.50, $3.50
$10, $12, $15, $18
.$10, $15, $18, $20,

$5.50
$25
$25

9h.Ildre.n'8

Union

Man.

Clothing, Furnishings

Rugs, Crockery, Glassware, Furniture

Ferndell

Do

Coffee
for breakfast
starts the day
right ....

You Know

about our sales of furniture
on the installment plan?
You can just have your
home if you want it A
dollar or two a week and

.

its done.

THEN AGAIN IT'S BETTER TO BUY
FROM A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN
GET EVERYTHING FROM THE SAME
STORE, AND SAVE RUNNING SEVERAL ACCOUNTS.
TRY IT.

Jaffa Grocery Co.
"Good Things to Eat"
MAIL OBDEBS FILLED THE SAME DAY
1HEY ARE RECEIVED.

House Furnishe s
mm

mm

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

House Furnishers
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ARE
EXTRACTED FROM FLOWERS

HOW FINE PERFUMES

ELKS'

xxxxooxxxxxxxxxcocxxxxxxx

OPERA

HOUSE

I

Thursday. November

The mehods by which the Grassois extract from the
flowers their subtle and delicate perfumes show them
to be well aware bf the I'lvalous times in which they
live. The are unresting in their efforts to realize the
highest Ideals of their art.
Rosemary, hyme, lavender, geranium, roses and orange flowers they distil with steam In alembics that
range in containing power from 300 to G0.000 quarts. The
steam and extracted oil subsequently reassumo the liquid
form in suitable condensers, whence the oil Is re
drawn off. The water dlstllate from the flowers Is conserved In huge receivers, for it Is, of course, saturated
with the valuable essence; It Is either used over and over
again in the alembics, or. in the extraction of certain
flowers, it is sold as "distilled waters." There is rosewater, there Is jasamie-wate- r,
and there is orange-flowe- r
All
water literally snflicient to float a frigate.
told, about 4,O'Mi,O00 quarts of "distilled waters" are salable at Crasse at the rate of five cents a pound.
For the extraction of delicate and fugitive flowers,
such us the jasmine, the tuberose and the jonquil, the
method par excellence Is that of cold entleurage, by whic"
the flowers are placed upon the purest of cold lard held
upon glass plates In wooden frames. Every day fresh
flowers are laid upon the lard, until it becomes a satu
rated "pomade" of essence. This solution of perfume
In lard is then extracted with cold alcohol continuously
paddled into agitation; the alcohol is then evaporated
and the concentrated extract is obtalne-,- as the "quint
essence" of the flower. A somewhat similar method is
that of hot maceration. In accordance with which the
flowers are immersed In and continually paddled in lard
that is melted and hot.
The perfumed lard is afte
wards separated from the exhausted flowers by filtration
and pressure. In ibis way is obtained the "quintessence'
of roses, orange-flowercassie and violets. Finally ther
Is the process, entirely modern, employing, volatile solvents, by which, in a closed extraction apparatus, light
petroleum spirit dissolves the essences, and after evap
oration In a vacuum leaves them in a solid form as the
lmrfums solldes a process good for all flowers alike.
Harper's fur November.
-

WILLIAM MdNTOSH, President
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Uncle

SINGERS
DANCERS

Everlasting
Success

ijiji

AND

Josh
An

See Uncle Josh at
County Fair

the

Watch (or Big Parade of Hayseed

Band

--

'"In

iiIBi

HII

tr.i;jjii

(

See Ours

Mcintosh

Prices SOc, 78c ana SI.OO
Seats on Sale Wednesday, November 14

C. H. CARNES, O. D.
HOUSE

hardware co.

THE BEST IN TOWN

Scientific Optician

One Night Only
WEDNESDAY

NOV.

Per Gallon

:rir

fee

14

-

-

$J.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

cal Extravaganza

s.

1'haiioees are 110L all dead yet. and the "holicr- conceit still exists on earth.
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, president of the Inter
national Suffrage Alliance, and Mary (J. Hay, president,
of the New York State Federation of Women's Clubs,
have aroused t he Ire of the women of (iermany by say
ing to their faces, at the American Women's club, in
Merlin, that it "ought to be
of the American women in the fatherland to lift German wuiueu out
of ihe mire of immorality In which they live."
Naturally, the German ladles who had been invited
to attend the meeting and hear the speeches were displeased, llui the insult is not to the Germans alone, noi
Is it an uncommon one. Kvery
of moral
superiority Is an effrout to all propriety und an jnsult to
all decency. True, German women have some customs
that in this country are not to 1m? approved. Mut so have
American women many customs that would not be tolerated in Germany. Neither people has any right to
judge the 01 her. There are temperamental differences
not itossible to analyze ami understand. It is as rank
phariseelsm taday as ever It was to set oneself .up as a
model of morality and judge others' forms ami customs
without having ;eit their vital forces.
.Mending the morals of other people is pleasant business, but not very profitable. F.iiorinoiiHly greater results
may be obtained by striving to mend our own.
This
rule applies to women's clubs mid to nations as well
as it does to individuals. The American flub women
who are iu the business of
g
need not as
yet go abrooad to Und material to work upon. They
have not yet finished thMr Job at home.

-

In Albuquerque

Perkins

ELKS' OPERA

i

'n

COMEDIANS

Richard Carle's Merry Musi

OF OTHER PEOPLE FAILS

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer tod Maaafer

For the
Best Line of

PRESENTS
THE BIG FUN SHOW

TRYING TO MEND THE MORALS
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SOLOMON LUNA,

H. H. FRAZEE

1

Red

92.

The

iiaii-tho-

socialist
lit publicans must drop personal differthe republic.
ences, avoid dissension and present a united f ion In facing this new enemy which threatens to grow more formidable in the near future than the democratic party.

...USE...

WHY MAYN'T CM3INET MEN
GO ON STUMP IN CAMPAIGN?
tOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCKWOOOOCX?

-

New Mexican:

"Good Things to Eat"

The last number of Ridgeway's undertakes to criti
cise Secretaries Root, Taft and Shaw for going on tne
stump. The chief ground seems to be that they are paid
salaries to work for tho government, and not for a party.
But so are the congressmen; and. for that matter, the
cabinet salaries are scarcely half a livelihood, and they
surely never were Intended to half disfranchise the citizens receiving them.
Isn't it rather a Poor time to be warning intelligent
ind responsible citizens away from participation In poll- tics, just now, when we are voicing so many regrets at
eglect of civic duty?
Who are better able to Bpeak concerning public poli
cies thnn these very cabinet officers, who frame them?
Is it not due the people that these very men should" ap
pear before them and put themselves on record, or, as
the case mav be. make their defense? Rather than for- iid them, would it not be better to compel them?
There has been at times much talk about amending
the constitution so as to bricg the cabinet officers into
congress and make tnem state their case to ine rep- resetatives of the people. The objection to this 'lies
plainly In the fact that such procedure would blur over
the independence of two distinct branches of our gov
eminent and sacrifice a fundamental merit of our system.
Why then forbid them to go before the people? The more
the people can see of their president and his cabinet,
and hear of their purposes, the better; the more the
president and his cabinet can see of the people, and learn
of their needs, and put themselves on record before
them, the better. In these days of false barriers Bnd
the covering up and ' bejuggling of things this ought to
be a cause worthy the support of a million weekly
for God and count iy.
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Union Made Clothing because
We
the best Clothing
o
that's made.
Our garments are made
well paid, skillful Union
o
employed
Manufacturers with lair principles and fair
practice
o
It
made under sanitary conditions
clean, well
lated
o
o
Look for the Union Label
o
o
o
On Our Garments!
o
o
We ask no more tor our clean,
made Clothing ihan
o
othfr stores ask for "Sweat Shop" work.
o
TROUSERS...
to
o
SUITS
to
o
OVERCOATS
to
o
Q
Clothing, Hats, Furnishings, etc.
M?f
fair prices.
o
own lntcres.
T. Union
wrnnVW6' ??u?
o
Made Clothing.
o
o
o
o
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Our Clothing Is Union Made
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o
o SHOES
o
o

Grocery Comp'y.

Inter-Mountai-

Both factions of the republican party in this county
the regulars and the fusionlsts have declared for re
vision of election iaws and the substitution of primary
elections for nomination of candidates in the place of
Furthermore, the . republican
delegate conventions.
party of the territory has declared in its platform for the
same thing. In addition. It was over the primaries and
the resulting county conventions and nominations, that
the republican party became so seriously disrupted.
The Citizen several months ago began the discussion of this primary election proposition it was the
first paper in the territory to do so and It still believes
that In this way only can the people reacquire the power
without friction whether it le called liosslsm or goes
under some other name to select the candidate whom
they desire to run for office and for whom they may
desire subsequently to vote.
The adoption of this principle and practice, and the
removal from the territorial election laws of some absurd
restrictions and requirements such as that no man
same shall be printed on more than one ticket at the
same time will go far towards enabling any man to
aspire to office, regardless of his pull with a party leader,
and to enable the voters of any party to- select their can
didates without the intervention of having the candidates
slated regardless of the party's consent and approval.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPOOOOOOOOO

FOR SILVER COIN
NOT SUPPLIED BY MINTS

toxoooocooxxxxxxcxxxxxxxxxxi

W. T. McCREIOHT,
Bnalneaa Manager.

I

CITIZEN.

moral-mendin-

The Maid and the

Mummy
TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

B. K.

EYES

With

cast of unusual merit and
VU'A) WARREN as the Mum-mliorcous Costumes, Scenery ami Electrical Effects.
.t

ADAMS

y.

Prices, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50

Seats on sale at M ATSONS
Monday, Nov. : at 9 o'clock.
1

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Br on.)
WEUUINd

CAKE3

A

SPECIALTY.

We desire patronage and we guar207

We keep the quality of our bread
up to the highest. This is possible
by using

Aim

M.

We Keep It Up

COAL
SflHHDMBMal
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$8.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
$6.50
PER TON

WOOD
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR

John

S.

502 80UTH

Beaven

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
I

Pknnoi

Embalmer

- IB
coiormao, Bik

Autommtlc

im

Corntr Fifth and Railroad Avnu

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

Transactions
Guaranteed THE

I

IB W. R. R, Ave.

Mrs. Ku hci fuirt, at home to anyone
wanting h lir work done, every Wed617

PIONEER BAKERY,

zot mouth

rimmr

Oflet

HAIR WORK.

nesday, at

not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

Association

ROSENFIEID'S,

FIRST STREET.

KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS.
antee first class baklntr.
WINDOW
FOR
HUDSON
SEE
South Flrut Street. Albuquerque. CLASS.

and Licensed

Funeral Director

South llroadway.

ELITE

NEAR

utrkkt.

ROOMING

HOUSE

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.

O. E. GALLOWAY.

Minagcr.

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'S DRUG STORE.

WAL-

-
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Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

"I

OUR RUG DEPARTMENT is a revelation to those who
visit It, because of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
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from the best looms.

ALBERT FABER
....

THE EVENING CITIZEN PRESENTS ABOVE THE VOTE OF THE VARIOUS CITY AND COUNTRY PR ECINCTS AS RECEIVED AT THE COUNTY REPUBLICAN
HEADQUARTERS. AND, WHILE UNOFFICIAL, THE OFFICIAL COUNT TO BE MADE SHORTLY BY THE COUNTY COMMISSIONERS WILL SHOW VERY LITTLE IF ANY CHANGES IN THE
'
'
FIGURES.
IN THE ABOVE TABLE THE VOTE FOR DELEGATES TO FORM A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION, UNDER ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED JUNE 16 1906 IS OMITTED
'
ALL THE PEOPLE S PARTY CANDIDATES E. S. STOVER, GEORGE S. KLOCK, FRANK W. CLANCY, TO MAS R. DURAN AND FEDERICO CHAVES
WERE
ELECTED OVER
THEIR OPPONENTS, H. F. RAYNOLDS, M. E. HICKEY, T. N. WILKERSON, T. C. GUTIERREZ AND E. W. DOBSON. BY HANDSOME MAJORITIES. .
THE ABOVE TABLE ALSO DOES NOT SHOW THE SMALL VOTE CAST FOR THE SOCIALIST PARTY CANDIDATES r"OR DELEGATE TO CONGRESS TH E LEGISLATIVE
AND COUNTY OFFICES, AND THE SIX VOTES CAST FOR FRANCISCOSEDILLO, DAVID DENHAM S CANDIDATE FOR SHERIFF ON THE TAXPAYERS' INDEPENDENT LEAGUE
RUMOR GOT IN CIRCULATION THAT SEDILLO COULD NOT WRITE HIS NAME AND HAD TO USE THE "X" AS "HIS MARK." AND THE TAXPAYERS OF THE CITY
TICKET.
AND COUNTY THEREFORE "REFUSED" TO GIVE HIM THEIR SUPPORT.

QUITE GOOD

INTEREST IS
MANIFESTED

selected by committees for exhibit in
By this means
the Kalons of Paris.
only the best are shown.
The president and United States
commissioners are especially noxious
to have the highest and best pro- ducts of our factories shown to the
thousands of foreigners who are com- Ing to the exposition which will In- ciude the greatest navai and military

BERNALILLO

DISTRICT

ATTOKNEYb

By

YACHTING

CUTS

JAMESTOWN

AT

EXPOSITION

Place In America Has Finer
Facilities and No Former Exposition Will Compare.

No

Norfolk, Va., Nov. 8. The Interest
of Emperor William and Sir Thomas
"Upton In tlf& yacfit Tactns: to "be held
at the Jamestown exposition In Virginia, U. S. A., in 1907, In addition to,
the enthusiasm of the Americans
themselves, will go far toward making
these races an event long to be remembered In the annals of yachting.
The exposition Is to be held beslne
the historic waters of Hampton
Koads, a wide sheet of tidewater,
comparable only with the roads at
Portsmouth. 1he Firth of Clyde, the
Riviera, Kiel, or tlv Sea of Marmora.
There is at this npot plenty of breeze
for the best yachting results, yet the
wind rarely, If ever reaches the mag- -,
nltude of a storm beneath the sunay
skies and languorous zephyrs of tne
region.
The spot is pregnant with historic
significance.
Since the birth of the
American republic this neighborhood
has been the center .of the nation's
life .around which have revolved ail
its struggles toward freedmon and
advancement in learning and power to
the splendid position it occupies today. Not far away Is the birthpluce
of George Washington, greatest of
all Americans, and a little farther
away is the home in which he died,
which Is the shrine of all Americans,
aad those of other nationalities who
admire high thoughts and noble living. It is to celebrate the national
beginnings of the United States at
Jamestown in 1607 that the exposiEvery stage
tion has been planned.
or the nation s growtn win be
at this g reat celebration.
The Americans have arrangdo, at a
meeting held In New York in July,
that the races shall be sailed according to the rules adopted at the Atlantic coast conference in January. 1!mii.
Canada and the United Slates have
been divided into eleven dlbtrlcts for
the purposes of the regatta and a
committee composed of one representative from each of them, known as
lie "regatta committee," will have
entire charge of the races to he hem
next year.
The
international
championship
races, in which several noted European yachtsmen are expected to take
part, will be run off by the boats of
the "P" class, consisting of thirty-footerThis rating was decided
upon by meinlKTs of the regatta committee in order to provide for a large'
representation of foreign yachts. It
is probable that boast of this small
size, inasmuch .'4s they may be carried
across the Atlantic lashed to the deck
of steamers, will be largely represented.
The Hampton Heads Yacht club,
whose roomy, comfortable house is
only a few hundred yards from the
spot where the races will take place,
will be the host of the visiting yachts.

men.

A

Striking,

and Important
Feature.
A striking
feature of the Jamestown exposition Is the collective exhibits by cities, comprising and combining their manufactures and municipal attractions.
The plan is meeting with general
approval, a number of the larger
cities having secured large areas for
a display, and many smaller places
are falling into line.
The economy
and simplicity of the plan appeals to
every community that has attractions to offer to senilis a:nl desirable locutions for manufacturing
plants. It appeals to lot al pride and
to those manufacturers who desire to
exleitd their business or the territory
they desire to cover.
I
lilfereat trade organisations are
also contemplating selective
xhi!.its
of the highest productions of their
,
uieinlM-rsthe plan being similar to
that whereby pictures ot a: lists are
Novel

BONFIRES, BAND MUSIC AND
PROMPTU ORATORY DOWN

IM-

A SQUABBLE WOKE

The prosecution made a determined
effort to keep out evidence that would
show that a verbal contract existed
between the company officials and
the defendant and in one of the tilts
which took place between tho district
attorney and Attorney Klock, the latter made the following rather flaring
statement. "If the court please, this
company like other Insurance companies under investigation, had been
guilty of giving rebates."
Case Continued Today.
J. H. Rutherford went on the witness stand today again in his own behalf, his attorneys, seeking to bring
out further facts to substantiate their
contention that a verbal agreement
existed between tho insurance company and the accused other than that
set out in Ihe written contract be
tween them.
Were you. indebted to the State
Life Insurance Co. of Indiana at the
time Mr. Egan made a demand upon
you In Santa Fe for an accounting?"
asked Mr. Klock, his attorney.'
"We object on the ground that the
question is improper in form and substance," interposed Prosecutor Clancy before the witness could au.swcr
the question.
Then followed a warm argument
about the admissibility of the evidence. The objection was sustained.
OhjecMons
to the interrogatory:
"Did you in retaining this money do
so with the Idea that you were reimbursing yourself fur sums the company
you?" were withdrawn. Rutir-erfor-d
replied that he retained It witn
that in view. He also stated in reply
to a question, that he honestly believed he had a right to keep the
money under the circumstances.

DE-

Mrs: Robert - Taylor appeared in
Judge Crawford's court this morning
with her mother to have her husband,
Robert L. Taylor, put under a peace
lKnd. Robert U Taylor is a chair car
poller on the Santa Fe. He lives at
42) North Edith street.
Mrs. Taylor
resides with her mother at 1403 South
Edith street. Judge Crawford issued
a subpoena for Taylor to appear in
the former's court late this afternoon.
From the story Mrs. Taylor divulged to Judge Crawford this morning, it
appears there have been domestic differences in. the Taylor family.
Mrs.
Taylor and her mother both declared
that Taylor has been annoying them
lately by coming around the homo at
Hdii South Edith street and using
abusive language. Some bull terriers
figure conspicuously In the domes-lit- ;
Cases Set fop Hearing.
differences, it is said.
A portion of uie time was devoted
One of
them bit 'he constable of liarelas on io siting cases in the district court
election ilav.
this morning but owing to circumstances In which attorneys have not
reached definite agreements a number
SEBADIA GETS 30 DAYS
of rases remain to be fixed for hearI-

STEALING

A

DAY OR

BOOKKEEPING
ENGLISH

TJTuSI

BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE
COMMERCIAL

LAW

SPELLING
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING

Spanish

TO DEATH

Write or call for fult
Information.

of the Albuquerque Business College

POKTEK'S

HEADGEAR'

N O

ing.
Days for two of them, however, have
been derided upon. The case of
against
Thompson, will
likely be tried Saturday and th; territory against Frank Ulake, win ocme
up on Monday.
Ulake Is charged with drawing- - a
deadly weapon on another and draw-- !
ing a pistol In a saloon. The case
comes to Uernalillo county on a
change of miic from Sandoval conn- tv.

BIKE

Rafael Sebadia, who was arrested
hy l'atrolman Kuapp on suspicion of
stealing a bicycle from A. Fleischer,
a real estate man, was given thirty
miys in jail late yesterday afternoon
by Judge Crawford.
Mr. Fleischer's wheel was stolen
some months ago. He Identified the
machine, a week ago. It was in the
possession of a native, who informed
Licensed to Wed.
l'atrolman Knapp tbat he had secured
Isabeliia Gutlerres
and Danaseo
it rrotn Sebadia, whose arrest
Poll,
both of Chilli!, have !.een
followed.
to wed and a similar license
lias been issued to Anna C. Nowliu
DANCE.
DANCE.
and W. F. Wittwer, who live in Los
DANCE.
?CIAL DANCE IS GIVEN AT Lunas. Damacla Sanchez and FranCOLOMBO HALL
EVERY
SATUR- cisco Balljos of Rancho de Atrlsco
DAY NIGHT. ADMISSION 50
CENTS have als i procured a marriage license.
LADIES FREE.
MUSIC LESSONS.
L. F. STUCKEL HAS HIS STAR
TIN SHOP LOCATED WITH RAABE
i!iiiist,
the
Prof. N. DiMauio.
4. MAUGER,
115 & 117
NORTH gives lesson J on the violin and manFIRST STREET.
t
be the best
dolin. Guaranteed
in Albuquerque. Anyone deteacher
Gie us your ROUGH DRY work. siring lessons address general delivMonday, and get it back Wednesday. ery, city.
Imperial Laundry Co.
FOR A BREAKFAST FOOD TRY
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM PEARLS OF WHEAT, FOUND ONLY
BREAD and take no other.
AT MALOY'S.
i

ONE IS TO

Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER

BLAME

Victim Was Struck in Back While
Walking on Railroad
Track.

Only in Use Two Months

.

The man killed by the cars at
yesterday, but chronicled In last
evening's paper as occurring at Belen
was C. W. Darnell, a
ranch
man and sheep feeder of Fort Collins,
Colo. The body, which is now noth
Ing more than a bundle of shattered
flesh and bone, was brought to the
city last night by Undertaker A. Borders, and will be shipped to Fort Col
linn tonight.
The story of the killing Is this. Par-neand O. II. Packer, another Fort
Collins man. had a contract to buy
9.0(K) sheep from E. Q. Garcia, of this
city, and had spent, three weeks at
Wlillard
waiting for cars.
Time
dragged on their hands tediously and
they had been in the habit of whiling
much of it away at the depot and
around the Willard railroad yards.
At the time of the accident Darnell,
H. E. Emerson and a man by the
name of Chaves, who were ill so wait'
n& for cars In which to ship sheop,
were strolling along the tracks after
having been to the station to laqulre
it anything had been heard from the
long promised cars. ' Darnell was
about thirty feet in the lead of Era
erson and Chaves, walking on the
ends of the ties. A water train was
Just pulling out of the yards going
RIFLE BULLET TORE
east ,and the men were tin the next
track going in tho opposite direction.
hearing evidently was deafened
THROUGH GUEVAR'AS HAT Their
by the cars next to them, as they did
not hear an engine and two cars back- ing In on the track upon which they
FIRED ON FROM AMBUSH, FOUR were walking. Chaves was hit first,
MILES OUT OF CHILILI.
but he escaped with a few bruises by
jumping off the track, and Emerson
When A. J. Guevara aud his brother
likewise. Darnell was more un
Henry Guevara were bringing in the fared
He fell between
fortunate.
rails
election returns from Chllill yesterday when struck. Mis feet, a trailthe
of flesh
A. J. Guevara had a narrow escape
and blood and clothing telling the
from death. Four miles out of Chllill, tale of how he was literally ground to
which Is forty-fiv- e
miles from Albu- pieces between the heavy car and the
querque, they heard the report of a ties.
The body was finally drugged
rifle apparently from the bushes along loose and the two cars
and the engine
A
the roadside.
bullet whizzed passe dover the lower limbs between
through the air and cut a hole through , the knees and thighs, and over one
Guevara's hat.
arm, severing them entirely, thus com
The brothers were armed, but as it pleting the work of destruction.
was impossible to determine the direcEmerson and Chaves saw the ac
tion the bullet came from or get a line cldent, but. they were powerless to
i' the location of the rilteman. they have the engineer stop the train on
pill spurs to their horses iiiul galloped account of the
noise drowning their
out or the hills.
(Voices. The engineer said that the
Guevara believes the shot was fired f first he knew of the accident was
intentionally and told his story to when he saw papers
from tho dead
District Attorney Clancy and Sheriff man's pocket (lying out from
under
A mil jo.
the
train.
It was rumored on the streets this
fragments
The
of flesh and bone
morning that Guevara called at the were
gathered up and taken to Belen
democratic headquarters and exhib- 'on a caboose by Mr.
Packer, who also
ited lils Injured headgear and that accompanied them here. Mr. Packer
lie will soon be wearing a new hat of says that Darnell was a prominent
the laledt shape.
,
man at Fort Collins and owned a fine
ranch near that place and was other
wise
Pucker was associ
NAVAJOS TAKE KINDLY
ated with Darnell In feeding several
sheep
last year and found
thousand
TO LIFE INSURANCE him a first, class business associate,
wifo
a
lie haves
and several children
well-to-d-
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Second-han- d

& CO.,

BORRADAILE

117 Gold Avenue

FRENCH BAKERY
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STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
Better

Than

CAKES
Alwaye on Hand.

.

Home-Mad-

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended

to

Convenience - Comfort - Security !
The telephone makea the
dutiee lighter, the caret, less,
and the worrlee fewer.

T

YOU

NEED

A TELEPHONE

The telephone preeervee your U
health, prolonga your life and
protecte your home.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. LEADING
DRUGGIST-

qa'

S-

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

I

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

120

BARNETT, Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

O O O O
Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies.Etc.
V

8 AMPL AND
CLUB ROOMS

well-to-do- .

R. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

hi 1'ovl Collins.

Joseph Haer, representing the Mu
tual Life Insurance company, left this
morning on the flyer for the Navajo BODY OF W. L. H. ADAMS
reservation in Arizona.
Mr.
Baer
says that It is surprising the readiGOES TO JERSEY CITY
ness with w hich the ( Navajo Indian
takes to Insurance. Many of the more
intelligent and better-to-dhave their
lives insured, some of them for large
The remains of V. I,. II. Adams,
one
amounts. There Is
chief on the whose death occurred morn than a
reservation that carries a $", j) pol- week ago, were shipped this morning
icy.
to Jersey City, N. J., accompanied by
Mrs. Adams and her mo: her ami
Las Vegas officer. A oV' .coat which
NEGRO ARRESTED HERE
The Uidy w ill be burle at Jersey
'City, but Mrs. Adams v ill make her
' WANTEDATLAS VEGAS 'future home at Newark. N. J. The
number of
Adamses made a larg
friends (luring their short residence
sympathize
here, who
with them In
Chief McMillin received a message 'their hrivavemet.
.
W.
from lien Coles, chief of police of Las Sons, undertakers, bi.'l chargeStron.s
of tin'
Vegas, yesterday, telling him to watch body.
Ihe Santa Fe trains for a negro who is
wanted there for stealing an overcoat.
DANCE.
DANCE.
DANCE.
Patrolman Higbbargain made No. 1
A SOCIAL DANCE IS GIVEN
AT
this morning and arrested a negro
HALL EVERY
SATUR
answering the description sent by the COLOMBO
ADMISSION
60 CENTS
Lai Vegas officer. An overcoat which DAY NIGHT.
appealed to be the one described iu LADIES FREE.
i be
message was found in Hie couch
CLUB HOUSE PANCAKE FLOUR
als i.
BEST ON THE MARKET. FOUND
mg
ro, who ;;ae bis name as ONLY AT MALOY'S.
The
George- Todd,' is being held here pending the receipt of further word from
Atk for"jAFFA S KRACK KEA' '
'
BREAD and take no other.
;

'

Ye-;..-

.

FINK LINE OF

IJUTTER NUT
BREAD

i

j

Perfect Condition

o

'

"

LANGUAGE.

FOR

offer thorough
courses in

We

SHEEPMAN

DRAGGED

An exciting chase occurred on Railroad avenue, between First and Second streets, whea Leon Brazos, a
negro porter at the White, ..Elephant
saloon, chased a white man who had
entered the wash room in the rear of
the place, and when he walked out,
put on the porter's hat which was
v
hanging near the door,
Jack Dlckerson, another porter, saw
him take the hat and told Brazos,
"Dat man am gwine away wit yon
Stetson."
Brazos went after the-- ' man and
Dlckerson found Patrolman-- Salazar,
who arrested the fellow nest) the Stur-ge- s
hotel. Meantime, however, Brazos
had secured the hat and the man purchased another one in a second hand
store. As he walked out of the store
the officer arrested him.
Before Judge Crawford ia police
court. the man said his name was
Jimmy Dwyer and that he lost a bat
in the White Elephant resort the day
before similar to the one he found on
tho rack.
His explanation did not
sound right to Judge Crawford,
though, and he was given ten days
in jail. Dwyer had ubout $20 on his
person when he was arrested.

tract.

PEACE BOND

ROBERT L. TAYLOR
CLARES HE USES ABUSIVE

IN

The Rutherford embezzlement case
s;Jll occupied the attention
of the
district court yesterday. The prosecution finished it's case at 2 o'clock
this afternoon and gave way to the
defense. Mr. Rutherford
was the
tirst witness, and his attorneys attempted to show by his testimony
that several different styles of contracts had existed between the' State
Life Insurance company and the defendant, and that a verbal understanding also existed between the
company and the defendant. By these
conjracts he repejyed different , commissions for different classes of business written. Some of the commissions were as high as 60 per cent of
the premium. The line of defense
was to show that the defendant, instead of embezzling, only took what
money justly belonged to him by con-

WANTS TO HAVE HUSBAND

MRS.

STOLEN STETSON HAT1

Claims That State l ife In-- 1 When Patrolman Salazar Arrestsurance Company Was as Bad
ed Him He Had Another
as Other Companies.
Hat.

The people's party ratified the election of its candidates last night and
the down town streets were filled
with people. A large number of country folk came in tor the "fireworks."
The speakers were Governor K. S.
Stover, B. K. Kuppe, representative-elect- ;
Dr. F. 1 Komero, Hon. O. N.
Marron, Councilman-elec- t
Sulzer and
others. John S. Ueavea, who heard
the speeches from a window in the
building at Second street and Railroad avenue, where the speakers addressed the crowd from a large dray
wagon, was called on by the crowd
for a speech, but he politely declined.
Big bonfires threw a flickering glare
over the scene and bands discoursed
"Hot Tfme In the Old Town Toarght,'
"Marching
Through Georgia'1
und
other popular airs.
A feature of the demonstration was
a parade in which the marchers carried brooms, the significance being
that the people's ticket had made a
clean sweep.
A feature of the demonstration was
the Initial appearance professionally
of the Kearnard & Llndeman "kid"
band, which rendered several selections at the bonfire corner ot Second
street and Railroad avenue.
The
youngsters carried a banner, which
read: "Learnard & I.indeman's Kid
nand. Four Months Old; Watch Us a
Year From Now."
The baad Is in high glee over the
fact that the band treasury has been
replenished with money, received for
"professional" services.

UNDER

COURT!

Klock

TOWN LAST NIGHT.

.

WEALTHY

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the

Rutnerford Claims That He It Caused a Hot Chase on Killing of Darnell Was One of
riaa vernal umiraci
Kanroad Avenue This
Those Unfortunate Affairs
With Company.
Morning.
For Which

i

CANDIDATES' ELECTION

Sir Thomas Lupton and
Emperor William of Germany. In Proposed

'THE STORY OF ONE

Staab Building

AND

VICTORS RATIFY

THE

COUNTY

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North Firet Street.
Both Phone.

Highland Rooming House
MRS. M. E. HEINDL,

Prop.

ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
JUST
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
New Building, New Furniture,

Steam
Heat and Everything Connected
New.
With the Place Brand
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
HAM BROOK

at special rates on week daya.
604.

No. 112 John St.

Itico Hotel and Bar
First Street
LENCIONI, Proprietor.

No. 111 North

r

'NELLI
-

A

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
Bottled in Bond.

BHOU., Rropm.

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
1 be "Sadie" for mountain parties and

.to Phone

THE CELEBRATED

VINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS,
eali From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Put Up for Traveler.
Room By Day, Week or Month, j

TheGeo.T. StaggCo.
Dl&Cllers.
bTlANKFORT,

KT.

MELINI & EAKIN
Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

N. M,

Automatic Pbone, 199.

I
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claim upon Archdeacon Cooley for
The nrchdeacon had chalMr. Maskelync to produce by
trickery any oae of the several phenomena w hich the archdeacon affirmed
had been produced In his presence by
the occult power of a medium. The
one chosen by Mr. Maskelyno was
OF
that of causing a "spirit form" to
emerge from bis side and walk about
The Illusion was very
the stage.
cleverly managed, for first was seen
r lily hand, thea a neck, and Anally OSCAR SOLOMON STRAUSS. ROOSthe entire person, the apparatlon
EVELT'S SELECTION FOR SECseemingly suspended In the air, but
RETARY OF CMMERCE AND LA
(and
coming
here
to earth
eventually
BOR, TELLS IN A SPECIAL INto
also),
came
anil
the crowd
TERVIEW FOR THIS NEWSPAwalking about on two miostantlal legs
while Mr. Maskelyn, as the medium,
PER, HOW HE OFFENDED POWis rent with unspeakable throes of
QUARTERS
ERFUL FINANCIAL
percreation. The popularity of the
LAW-- HE
QUIT
TO
HAD
THE
AND
on
the
formance Is explicable only
EXPLAINS HIS POSITION ON
hypothesis that the English like to
lie humbugged as thoroughly as llar-nui- n
AND
CAPITAL
LABOR
said his countrymen do.
IN THE SQUARE
DEAL

hi

BH

GOOD

.

Readers of the Citizen- - Women
Suffragists Are Slill
Held in Jail.
BRITISH PEOPLE GROWING
IH BRUTALITY IN SPORTS

Russian General Is Pursuing His
Truant Wife and Her Companion Around World.
Special Coi refiiiu.iiTH
By William True Hawthorne,
lyondon, Nov. S. The militant fe- male suffragists who promised to enliven on otherwise commonplace session of parliament, fairly overleaped
themselves on opening day. with the
rtmlt (hat the leading spirits are p
"martyred" In Halloway jail, and
their followers are nursing bruises
and mending torn clothing with which
they emerged from the most extraordinary scrimmage ever witnessed at
Mi
Wentmlnster.
who
Parkhtirst,
easily discounts her masculine namesake of the New York pulpit as an
agitator, led the storming Tarty, and
together with one or two others, actually forced her way into the bouse of
commons, hut before 6he could And
breath to harangue the liberal government, the police rallied, and Miss
farkhurst hd the others, screaming
and kicking In. maniacal fury, were
hoisted high in the air and passed
.along over the heads of the policemen
and deposited on the sidewalk with
scant ceremony. Then the entire female rabble, a score of them unaer
arrest, went around the corner to a
magistrate's court. Upon being released on bond to keep the peace, the
leaders quickly organized another raid
on in- - commons, were again beaten
off in a physical mix-uwith the now
thoroughly exasperated guardians of
J ho peace, and the day closed with a
dozen of the noisiest, most battle-sctre- d
suflragists chanting their war
ong in prison. It was a disgraceful
end the police displayed a spirit
of brutality that called forth caustic
criticism from those who had not witnessed the provocation the determined Amazons gave them at Westminster. Bent npon martyrdom, the misguided creatures took the only road
leading there, and there for the next
three months at least, they must lan
guish, while parliament goes on about
its business with a keener sense of
security and relief, perhaps,, than any
of its predecessors, whose peace of
mind was ever disturbed by woman,
lovely woman.
be-tn-

King Edward Misses th Fracas.
King Ddward, taking it for granted
I hat
the assembling of parliament
would be a tame affair, had posted off
to the Newmarket rates that morning, so the sovereign was' spared the
fcorry spectacle which he must have
I'.ad to look upon had" he adhered to
the usual order of things and gone to
Westminster instead. As it was, the
petticoat rush at Newmarket afforded an exactly opposite appreciation or
feminity from that which was to be
gained in London at that particular
time, and the king basked la the
smiles of the smartest of his countrywomen, while upon hia prime minister
and colleagues he had left behind fell
' the shower of verbal missiles from
the pursed lips of the sort of woman- 'kind whose idiosyncrasies lead them
to devices calculated to make them
least attractive of all creatures in the
eyes of king and commoner.

British Views on "Race Riots.
The chief topic of American Bource
In the Hrttlsh press Is the Atlanta
race riot. None of the writers see a
real solution of the race problem in
the south, and all agree that the administration at Washington has Its
bands full without looking for trouble
The
In Japan, Cuba, or elsewhere.
London Dally News thinks the necesIn
the south Insity of lynch law
volves an utterly humiliating confession of political weakness on the part
The Dally Mall
of the government.
sees one cause of lynching in the slow
working of American criminal law.
"Punishment does not come swiftly,
as it should, to impress the Imagination and deter other offenders." The
Pall Mall Gazette would not be surprised to see the czar, tho sultan and
King Leopold presenting a joint note
at Washington, protesting ngninst the
"social conditions in darkest Georgia." The negro ought to have Justice, but should never have been given
the ballot, remarks the St. James Gazette. The Spectator observes that
the
the whites cannot understand
point of view of the negro, and that
the Inefficiency of the police authorities lies at the root of the difficulty.
The Tribune is the only London paper
which gives the problem a sectional
turn, saying that the north ought to
with the populace. Thus, when a
gro's rights us a human being. On
the other hand, the continental press
refuses to take the matter seriously,
commenting on the Atlanta affair in
the airy, flippant manner which has
become the fashionof late years, of
dealing with things American.

By Marten
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"I .i.mc full deeply engrossed ill- ways in my study .f the Industrial
I
am glad of
progress of Ameriefl.

Presi-

dent Roosevelt pretsen'Od the portfolio
of secretary of commerce- und labor
to Oscar Solomon StrausH, the first
adherent of the Jewish faith to sit in
the cabinet of an American president,
he added a chapter to a career which
may fairly be called romantic.
Horn In Europe, the youngest of the
four now very wealthy and influential sons of Ia.arus S. Straus.", Oscar
Strauss came to America when lie was
a child. From obscurity he has risen
to affluence and posit bin.
In his small office, in the rear of
'house
the larg.-- pottery imiKirting
which was founded by his father a
ago,
quarter of a century
the new ran-Ine- t
member consented to the following Interview.
Mr. Strauss !s typical of his race.
Slight of statin., his head in extraordinarily large and full i.i tho forehead.
He Is quite amis iimitis ninl simple
In manner.
"My father," said lie, "was a Carl
Schurz type of a map Like Schur.
he was a fighting revoluMonist. though
re:it
the part he engaged !n th"
German struggle for fic 'cnm
wtn
more provincial.
"My politics have always been independent. I was a Cievk laid dcTno- -
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Mrs.
side early Saturday morning.
Shakespeare was preparing breakfast
when stricken and was fouad lying
on the floor by her son, Willie, when
he returned from bis night's work.
While still seriously ill, her condition is somewhat improved.
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in the Southwest for Jos, S.
Have been appointed exclusive
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Vineries,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and rrice List,
issued to dealers only.

INTERNATIONAL

LIVE

STOCK

Chicago, III., Dec.
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with joyous hearts and smiling faces they romp and play when in health
and how conducive to health the games in which they indulge, the outdoor
life they enjoy, the cLmlv, regular habits they should be taught to form and
the wholesome diet uf which they should partake. How tenderly their health
should be preserved, not by constant medication, but by careful avoidance ot
every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature and if at any time a
remedial agent is required, to assist nature, only those of known excellence
should be used; remedies which are pure and wholesome and truly benei'icial
in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy, Syrup of Figs, manufactured by
the California Fig Syrup Co. Syrup of Figs has come into general favor in
many millions of well informed families, whose estimate of its quality and
excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use.
Syrup of Figs has also met with the approval of physicians generally, because they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform
all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained,
by an original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficially and presented in an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Californian
blue figs are used to promote the pleasant taste: therefore it is not a secret remedy and hence we are free to refer to all well informed physicians, w ho do not
approve of patent medicines and never favor indiscriminate
Please to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup
of Figs always has the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co.
on
of
printed
the
every
front
package and that it is for sale in
plainly
bottles of one size on!v. If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty
,Miin-in- '
(ik.i
nf. . kit t11 i.ip.iyi
Af
h 11 ltlr
v
KJI
Ik.
11 Ik. nim.k
ULI IkTl
Kill IV ,,f
Ul ill
nai
inf. I'll.uv.
HI Ik rl-lieanti ao noi
accept it. If you fail to get the genuine you will not get its beneficial effects.
Every family should ahvavs have a bottle on hand, as it is equally beneticia!
for the parents up..I the children, whenever a laxative remedy is required.
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GAS

The. Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLO
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PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACr".

RELIEVES

Hot

BUILDS

pai::.

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I tDNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

I New Mexico
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Santa Ft Agent for round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,
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For the above occasion we will sell
ncKcis 10 tnicago ana reiurn ax rate 01
$43.25 for the round trio. Tickets on
sale Dec. I to 4 inclusive. Return limit
Dec. 10, 1906. Don't fail to attend this
exhibition of Live Stock.
T. E. Purdy, Agent

"A dangerous surgical opt. ration, in-- i
voiving the removal of a malignant
nicer, as largo as my hand, from my
daughter's hip, was prevented by the
implication of Iiucklen's Arnica Salve"
says A. C. Siickel, of Miletus, W. Va.
'Persistent use of the Salve completely cured it."
Cures cuts, burns and
")C
injuries
at all druggists.
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Had a Close Call.

aide-de-ca-

ZfX

& GIOMI.

IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
lu stock to outfit tho
krmosttvrythlng
fastidious bar com plot
agents

Mrs. George L. Shakespeare suffer-- J
ed a stroke of pmalysls of the left-

A Russian Elopement.
'
The Russian general's pursuit of his
eloping wife und companion, which
has extended to America and back to
Europe again, is still exciting the
4
The last seen of
keenest interest.
the fugitives was in the Routh of
France, where tiiey ha.l gone, intending, probably, to take an outgoing
Bteamer, and again put the sea between them and their relentless pursuer, who was some four days behind,
searching for them, where they had
i
at
gone after landing nt Havre.
The
dramatis pericolic in tho story are
Gen. Alexander Oueliakoff.
of the
czar's personal suite, his wife much
younger than he, and Gabriel Essipoff,
a handsome young officer, who was OSCAR S. STiiAl'Sii PHOTOGRAPH KI) IN HIS OFFICE BY DON COURT
to the general. Essipoff
eloped with Madame Ouchakoff from
i ne geenral started
St. Petersburg.
In pursuit, vowing that he would fol
low them to the end of ttie earth If
u
a
necessary and kill the man. At Paris
the other day the elopers were Intercepted by a reporter. "Do you know
Gen. Ouchakoff has promised to kill
you?" Essipoff was asked.
"Yes."
was the reply. "I know that . It
He will never catch
doesn't matter.
us." "No," added the woman, "he
will never find us."
r v
Essipoff la tall, of slight build and
military carriage, with dark hair and
His companion
a slight mustache.
-A
Is attractive, with a certain amount
Slav
of vivaclousness; has distinct
She
features and a retrousse nose.
looks older than the man.
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Chas. Mellnl, docrwmry
Bachechl, Treasurer.
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Consolidated Liquor Company
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vu
ponent parts of ur industrial fabric.
Harmopy between tnese elements is
essential to the life and success of our
great nation. The system must be
conducted upon honorable buslrrees
principles, and it is necessary that
tnt-rshould be hearty
between these two rowerful factors,
nt Ither one of which could stand with- -'
out the other.
"I believe that there should be no
undue advantage en the part of one
against the other, that the rights and
privileges of laboring men should not
be unfairly
encroached upon nor
cramped by the power of capital, nor
should labor assert an influence to
retard the successful operation of our
gigantic commercial and industrial
by
system, which is made possible
capital. As I have said, the whole
question turns- upon the presldema
happy and apt expression "I.et there
be a square deal.' "
'
Asked if he vf s not especially
gratified as being the first Jew to sit
in tne national txecnilve cabinet, Mr.
Strauss replied: "Yes, but that is R j
accident. Our liberty is fur beyond
religious prejudice. The fact that I
adhere to the, Hebrew faith had no
fart in favoring my st lection and!
r.eiiher did it preclude it."
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$2 Outing Flannel Sacque
very dressy style, for . .

the opportunities thai have ecu nf-- ,
forded me to make this study. I con- shier myself loituuate In having had
the privilege of edm a' lon at Colum-- '
when I learnt tl my!
bin I'll
law. I urn Indeed gl id to have had j
niy experience as minister to Turkey
and In (he permanent court of arbl-- ;
tratlon til Th Hague. Now I am
to turn from my business af- lairs, retiring permanently from nil j
commercial relations and enter the
diplomatic circle- In Washington.
"No. you mut exi use me," siild Mr.
Strauss in bis mild wav. "I will make,
redictie:i. As ftcn taory of the
I'D
will . Imlnister the law i
department
as - Is prescribed and I will attempt!
to ttf) my lull du'y according to the;
law. It would be sheer folly for rue

i

Clemenceau's Turn of Wit.
M. Clemenceau, the new French pre"
mler, has a most delightful way of
throwing the Interest, the esprit, and
French play
the variety of a first-rat- e
into his speeches. He has the ready
tact, the brilliant trait, the touches
of nature that one finds only ia the
Nobody can
speeches of a first-ratetouch him on the spur of the moment.
He Is never more so much himself as
when interrupted by clamoring foes.
He can be charmingly familiar, too,
The general started
St. Petersburg.
woman with a pretty cap threw a bouquet into his carriage, be picked up
the flowers, fSoffed his hat, and cried:
1
"What a pretty cap you wear.
never see a cap like it in Paris without wishing to stop tho wearer and
say to her, 'bon'Jour, mon payB.
lie
assured that every woman wearing a
similar cap will henceforth think kindly of Clemenceau, even were all the
good Catholic bishops to declare him
publicly an incarnation of satan.

IN THIS WEEKS SPECIAL WE WILL
SELL YOU AN V LADIES' SWEATER IN THE
HOUSE, ALL COLORS, ALL STYLES, ,'NCLL'D-INTHE VEST EFFECTS. FOR 25 PER CENT.
OFF THE REGULAR PRICE.
KINKLEDOWN, A NEW EFFECT IN EIDERDOWN, WE HAVE IN NEARLY ALL COLORS
AND AN EXTRA GOOD QUALITY, WHICH,
FOR THIS WEEK, WE WILL SELL THE 50c
GRADE FOR 45c THE YARD. THIS GOOD8 IS
JUST THE THING FOR CHILDREN'S COAT8

We are offering this week a 75c Out
ing Uressing acque, very
pretty and new, for

-

E. Pew.
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Special Correspondence.

three-year-ol-

:

y republican and am a
My vocation
I'ubtioii.
Iihs been n lawyer and merchant; my
avocation lia- been American history
and diplomacy.
"As a young lawyer, my firm was
selected by he Hc burn commission
York .suite to probe the raill.i N
road rate discrimination of thirty ycttr
ago. A"
result of that work, the
state and vciveriiinoiii made new laws
tt)
trcithi charges. incid
entally, our I:mv firm won the enmity

rrat.

cow
NO of

FOR BOTH HIS RACE HAD
PART IN HIS SELECTION.

Sport Marred by Brutality.
While the Rugby game of foot ball
has been divested of many of the
brutal features which once characterized the
the softening process
has not served to eliminate the spirit
of brutality that possesses the crowds
ia attendance on the games. This
season has already witnessed a succession of disgraceful scenes In two
of which at least the referee was
roughly handled by a hostile crowd.
At a match between Leicester and
IJevonport Albion, ltjrcy Coles, secre
tary of the English Rugby Union, who
bad officiated us referee, was attacked by excited spectators at the close,
$100 Reward, $100.
who bhowered him with blows and The readers of tbla pacer will be pleas
ed
to
learn
that there la at least one
rushed Mm out or the grounds. He dreaded disease
that science has been
was rescued by the nulled efforts of ante to cure
In all Its stages, and that
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure la the
half a dozen policemen and the Lei- la
positive cure now known to the
cester club officials. Ono of his as- only
medical fraternity. Catarrh lie In It a con
sailant was arrested. The other
stitutional disease, reuulrea a constitu
treatment. J lull a Catarrh Cure Is
occurred lit the conclusion of a tional Internally,
acting directly upon the
match between Walden Central and taken
blood and mucous surfaces of the sysTydealey Albion, when Referee Mason tem, thereby destroying the foundation
the disease, and giving the patient
was mobbed and had to wli refuge in of
strength by building up
constitution
a house adjoining the grounds. His ana ututisting nature in the
doing Its work.
pursuer betelged the bouse, and it i ne proprietors nave so mucn raitn in Us
powers that they offer One
required a strong police escort to curative
Hundred Ixillars for any case that it
falls to cure. Bend for list of testiward 'him from violence on the way
Address:
to the railroad station. These din- monials.
V. J. CHKNKK & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
graceful scenes are far more frequent
Hold by DrugKista, 7ic.
than formerly and are held by some to Take Italia family fills for
betoken, a certain degeneracy in the
sporting public. This view is accen
prevailed the
Great excitement
luated by the growing popularity of other
City,
day
when it was
in
Silver
of
form
counting,
rabbit
a particular
reported that Carrie, the
aside.
Sunday
is set
for which
daughter
Mrs .James,
Mr.
At Mofur instance, dozens of was lost. As ofsoon asand
the
little one's
t to ;
brought Sunday after Sun absence was discovered
alarm wag
I he slaughter.
Surrounded by immediately given and the
We-de- ll
Marshal
are
a ring of veiling spectators they
all the neighbors joined In
and
turned Inure before dogs and run tin the search. After searching all parts
they are killed. There is no chance of the town tho child was finally dis
of escape, and It would Ikj difficult to covered at the house of oe of tin
imagine a more terrifying form of neighbors.
death for any living thing. The pleasure for the spectators consists In the
Made Happy For Life.
( i t for blood, the agony of the
Creat happiness came into the houit
the ferocity of me of S. C. Blair, school sup rintendent
at St. Albans, W. Va., when his littlu
, and the chance of winning half
;
from
the
ciuwn for the bookmakers, for the daughter was restored
(etting is done an nt the race track, dreadful complaint he names. He says:
'i'ri.--t hi i.talizing pastime was uctual-- l "My little daughter hail
St. Vitus
In the courts as u "work dance, which yielded to no treatmen
ingmar'
'ort," lu which one of t lie but grew steadily wuite uuiil as a las
dcfcndm.'.- - ouM see no difference resort we tried Klectric Hitters; am.
t 'Vi'l! bit.' ,;. or nolf.
rejoice to tay three bottles ffected
complete cure." Quick, mre i are n
Mafkelyne as the Mc'uim.
nervous complaints, g"tiem u biiity
un i.i en.- - he
'' i.ut tl.i; Mipornat ural
weaktiCsses,
retains all its fi'lliule
was
theater-eoer
.a .! .!, lions fur the
by
blood ii'.i.l liiularia. (I ",:u an'
niiCD
nnin demonstrated a' St. drugv.ista. price r."e.
nigtit.
(.orze.t hall the other
vl.eu
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
tV bit!
nverflowhur with people
.'iir. .Muhke!) U'.- make giod BREAD and take no ctber.
coil:.'
'
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Machine Vorks

R. P. HALL. Proprietor
iron and Brass Caitinss; Ore, Coal su Lumter Cars
fuileys, Qrade Dars. Ubbit lletal; Columns sol troi rrosV4 iw
rtutldlnn- Kopalr on Mining and OMIII Machinery a Bpoelalt
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If you buy your heater

of us. We handle the
celebrated
line of stoves and rangBRIDGE-BEAC-

jSUPERIOR(
AIRTIGHT.

Carntr Coil and Second
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FATHER
Crazed From Drink He SiandS
With His Two Sons on Track
and Meets Death.

i

Word was brought to Trinidad Tinsday morning by Conductor Jack Cun- niugham, of mo Colorado Southern
railway, of a tragedy enacted Monday
tnree miles out of Childress, 02
that railroad, which shows the de- -,
pravlty to which strong ilrluK win
Two little
lead a human being.
boys, scarceley more than
mere babes, were deliberately held in
front of the Colorado & Southern passenger train No. 1 by their father, he
standing in the center of the track
and calmly awaiting death. His same
is C. A. Purhani, says the Trinidad
Advertiser.
The C. & S. train was late into Childress, and was there taken in charge
Conductor Cunnlngnani. it 11' 1.
" ihii.i.uQ
-

con-nig-

PROPOSALS FOR FOUR BRICK
Department or the In
BUILDINGS.
terior, Office of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, Oct. 29, 1906. Sealed pro
posals, plainly marked on the outside
of the sealed envelope "Proposals for
Brick Buildings, Santa Fe, New Mexico," and addressed to the Commis
sioner of Indian Affairs, Washington,
D. C, will bo received at the Indian
office until 2 o'clock p. m. of Decem
ber 3, 1906, for furnishing and delivering the necessary materials and labor required to construct and complete a dormitory, and a mess hall and
bakery, both of brick with plumbing,
steam beat, and electric lighting, also
an addition to the brick warehouse
and a brick bath house, both with elec
trie lighting, all at the Santa Fe
school. New Mexico, in strict accordance with planB, specifications and instructions to bidders which may be
examined at this office, the offices of
the "Improvement Bulletin," Minne
apolis, Minn.; "American Contractor,
Chicago, 111.; "Citizen," Albuquerque,
New Mex.; "New Mexican,". Santa Fe,
New Mex.; the Evening Herald,"
Colo.; the Builders and Trad
ers Exchanges at Omaha, Neb.; Milwaukee, Wis.; St. Paul, Minn.; Mln
neapolis, Minn.; the Northwestern
Manufacturers' association. St. Paul;
'he U. S. Indian Warehouse, at Chi
'go, St. Louis, Omaha and New York,
j"3"" ' l" school ror lunner mior-freignlatIon apply to Clinton J. Crandall,
superinienuent, santa re, isew wexi- vo.
Larrance, acting commissioner.

I

tow-heade-

GAIN IN RAILROAD
MILEAGE IN ONE YEAR
There' were 237,241 miles of com-

plied railroads In the United States
at the end of lU'.ia, according to the
figures compiled by Poor's manual for
l'joti, of which the advance pages have
just been issued. This is a net Increase of railroad milage in l!b5 of
4,716 miles.
represented
stock
The capital
'
amounted to $36.74 l,95i..S25, accord
"""I", .:r7...a
to
same authority, and the
'
" "". bonded the
debt to $57,425,261901. The
liabilities of the lines aggregate
110.232.830,823, against $.5,495.4.651
The
track.
on
bovs
two
the
little
and
1904.
father was walking directly in the in The cost of the roads and their
taM o 'OQUtpntent is figured at $12,143,997,551,
man against $11,666,191,134 In the previous
the
given,
wa
but
the whistle
year. The total revenue was $2,11 2,'
looked
boys
never moved. The little
197,770, the operating expenses of $!,
small
with terror in their
,aad ...
around
36S, 459,574. The passengers numbered
.
lVr.ni th..ir
,,.ll
- 7.44.C41. and they were crrled 23
' u
,1
9llli, 420,668 miles.
imprisoned
were
if their little hands
in a vise. One little boy mrew up his
tree hand and waved frantically at SANTA FE CONVERTING
ITS FURNITURE CARS
the engineer.
announcement has been made
The whistle was repeatedly blown, byThe
the Santa Fe, in an effort to handle
but the man gave no hoed to it whatenormous freight traffic thrus up
ever. The engineer, as Boon as be the
on
it hari or.iere.i tho rhaneinir of
brakeH
and
applied
aw them,
the air
of Its furniture cars over into
reversed the eagine, but he knew that many
it would be Impossible lor him to box cars for the handling of heavy
traffic.
bring the train to a stop before it
The furniture car is generally forty
struck thuun. He und the fireman
long and made o handle bulky
shut their eyes to the awful sight. feet
They are not strong
furniture.
The train struck them; one ..ule boy enough
for heavy freight and it. is the
was hurled on one side of the enA Year of Blood.
gine and the father and the other strengthening of these cars that is
The ytar 1903 will long lie remem
congesfreight
to
the
relieve
ordered
train
side.
The
on
the
other
child
bered In the home of F. N. Tacket of
was brought to a standstill, and hack- tion. Hitherto the furniture cars have Alliance, Ky., as a year of blood
ing up. tin; passengers and train crew been sent to the Pacific coast loaded which flowed so copiously from Mr.
found tw fniner dead, literally crush- and then sent east empty. Strength- Tacket's lungs that death seemed very
The ooys were both ened they can take their regular loads near. He writes: "Severe bleeding
ed to pieces.
alive, but their chests were crushed east.
from the lnnirs and a frlerhtful coueh
in, their bodies bruised and bleeding,
nitrl hrnmrht ma nt ilonth'c tlnnr
I began taking
and neither of them conscious. They warning isfitirn tn
Dr. King's New Dis
TOURISTS COMING WEST covery for Consumption, with the aswere taken aboard and the train was
The Transcontinental Passenger as- tonishing result that after taking four
backed to Childress, where medical
aid was given them, but the physi- sociation has issued a warning to the bottles I wag completely restored and
cians expressed no hope of being able tourists and colonists coming west as time has proven permanently
that there will be a severe prosecu- cured." Guaranteed for sore lungs,
to save their lives.
In ihcir fair, tow heads were prickly tion of any persons selling the unused coughs' and colds, at all druggists.
burs, in which the country abounds, portions of their tickets to scalpers. Price 50 cents and $1. Trial bottle
their little cheeks were scratched and Under the act of 1905 this 1r rendered free.
bleeding and the stoutest hearts iu a misdemeanor and is punishable by
o
the passenger coach were melted to a fine of from $100 to $500 or an imWe do it right. ROUGH DRY. Imprisonment of from ten to sixty days. perial laundry Co.
pity.
At Carey, eight miles this side of The value of unused stubs can be ob
Childress, something was learned re- tained by returning them to tiie rail-- Sella More of Chamberlain's
Cough
garding Parham.
The authorities ruau anu-wumis provision me law
Remedy Than of All Other
put Together.
there said that be had leen iu that was esiuuiisnea mnhing h a crime to ;
city for some time, and that he had sell to scalpers.
Mr. Thos. George, a merchant at Mt.
Elgin, Ontario, says: "I have had the
been drinking heavily. He had not
attemptetd to secure work, and Mon- OCTOBER A GOOD MONTH
local agency for Chamberlain's Cough
AT LOCAL SHOPS Remedy ever since it was introduced
day afternoon he was seen walking
October was the lest month for into Canada, and I sell as much of It
daws the railroad track toward ChilIt is not bonus since that system went into ef- as l do or an oiner lines l nave on
dress, with his two boys.
known whether he has a wife living fect at the local shops of the Santa my shelves put together. Of the many
Fe. During the month according to doz ns sold under guarantee. I have
or not.
an authoriative statement the men not had one bottle returned. I can
employed in the shops earned several personally recommend this medicine
NEW EQUIPMENT
thousands
money. as I have used it myself and given ItFOR THE C. 4. P. ROAD The shops dollars of bonus
out an extra to my children and always with the
also
The Chihuahua and Pacific railroad large amount of turned
work, manv engines
has $200,000 worth of new equipment , having been in the shop and fully two- - gists. results." For sale by all drugcoming from the states and some of
it la now on the way, says the El Paso
Herald. It consists of two new engines, two coaches, and ballast and
Hat cars. The purpose of getting mis
B
is for the certain increase of business from the Orient extension from B
went from Minaca, and the Sierra H
Madre Iand and Lumber Co.'s railroad to the great saw mills at San
r
C0K
Pedro Springs, and the Grecn
B
Co.'s fine wagon road to Ocam-p- o
A
and other points.
Some of Hie equipment, that hus B
been delivered (o the road, has passed
through Kl Paso on Its way south and B
PEI.EN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF Al.Ill yUEH-Qt'the remainder will go through that m
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OK THE MAIN
point.
B
LINE Oh" THE SANTA FE SYSTEM IJ5ADINO
The growi h of business on the C.
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
and P. road has been phenominal in B
the last f wo years and still greater inCITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
B
crease is expected for 1907. All of
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
this time the company has been and is B
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
now, spending large amounts in balB
PASO AND TEXAS.
lasting and graveling Its road bed and
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
on a tie treating plant where the ties B
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
are chemically treated. Another year B
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
should see this road one of the most B
prosperous in Mexico.
WITH BEAUTIFUL IJVKB AND PUBLIC PARK
B
AND GRAND
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
SHIFT IN YARDM ASTERS
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES:
X
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
B
PEOPLE; SEVERAL 1ARGE MERCANTILE ESThomas Rose, for the past five
years ilav vardniaster for the Santa
TABLISHMENTS; THE BEI.EN PATENT ROLLER
Fe in Sun Bernardino hus been trans-MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY ; LARGE
B
fir red to a similar position In San i B
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC.
Diego and left for that city hi assume
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
b's new position Monday morning.
B
WOOL. KUll'lt. WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
W. G. MeCormick,
who for several
IN
B
CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
ITS IMPORTANCE
months has been uisht yardmaster at
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
San Bernardino has been made day
fl
Tt!E NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT liE ESTIMATED
yardmaster to succeed Hose while Geo. V
Cassiday who lias been an engine fore.
man on the night swi:ch force, has
a
IOBC
been appointed as nigh; .vardniaster B
to six
MeCormick.
H
Mr. Hose has lie. u in th. S;in Bernardino yards fur several vais and ' B
has always be. n popular not only with
be geueral public but also with the j U
nun vwtti whom he suh; hi contact !
U
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Price.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TiME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriacre ComDanv
Cornr First Strut and Tlira

(Equipped

The
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Smokeless Device)
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WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

V

' t.

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREET

J

1 ii.lv
Use.
'.ivrH tli
liRlll.
hllnlnn Wrt I
Improrrct t.nrarr. Mailr of tirun (timiiijhimt ntiil
unl.
K.rry lunit,
tinm room,
ttrrnmnl. hmtiililp in: hhT.n-y- .
pitrlor or ii, tiioo:n. 11 itol nt vour
wrur lo
atnty.

J. KORBER

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

CO.,

&

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

2tJ3 WEST

At Consistent
Prices

HIS DUTY IN WARD POLITICS
THE LADDER OF FAME
STEADILY UNTIL NOW HE IS
EXALTED TO HORSEBACK COM- PANION OF THEODORE.

LATEST

NEW MKXICO

ALBUQUKRQUm,

MEYER, NEW CABINET MEMBER, DID

CLIMED

THE

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

l.,,i.lull
.

f,,r

Avenu

oooooooooocooo

Unlike ordinary oil beaters the Perfection gives imtisfnction
always.
Mm and foremost it is absolutely safe vou cannot
turn the wick too high or too low. Gives intense iietit without
s.iioke or smell Iwcausc equipped with smokeless device.
Can he easily carried Irom room to room. As easy
to ocrnte nt a lamp. Ornamental as well as useful.
Made in two finishes nickel and japan. Prnss oil fount
beautifully embossed. Holds 4 quarts of oil and burns 9
hours. Tlicre'ureal satisfaction in a Perfection Oil Heater.
iivery neuter warranted. It not at your dealer s writt! our
nearest agency for descriptive circular.
I

In Tim
of Peace.
Iu the first months eft the llusslan-lapanes- e
war wo had a striking ex

ample of the necessity for preparation
and the early advantage of those who,
so to speak, "have shingled their roofs
In dry weather.
The virtue of prep
aration has made history and given to
us our greatest men. The Individual
as well as the nation should be pre
pared for any emergency.
Are you
prepared to successfully combat the
first cold you take? A cold can be
cured much more quickly when treated as soon as it has been contracted
and before it has become settled in
Cough
Chamberlain's
the system.
Kemcdy is famous for its cures of
colds and it should be kept at hand
ready for Instant vise. For sale by all
druggists.

at Reduced

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
with

cillc in Arizona.

Eighteen men have txen examined
at Denver,
il,v thp chiof of PHp
'enarged with complicity In the Den- ver & Rio Grande, the Colorado &
Southern, and the Union Pacific and
Burlington bullion robberies. Five of
them have made a partial confession.
It la generally believed that the men
implicated are not only Interested In
jthe Burlington roblerles, but some
'of them also are heavily Implicated
tin the Colorado & Southern robbery,
and the 110,000 bullion robbery on tne
Union Pacific. At the present time,
!two uheriffs' posses are out looking
10,000
for their accomplices. The
worth or bullion was recoved, but. tne
Union Pacific officials claim that the
railroad has been robbed of nearly
twce as much.
captain of Detectives Loomls stated
,nat ne pxpected to secure a full
f08Sjon from almost every one of
tnose nosv imprisoned.

Harness

HKiu

labor.

PHONES

'

111 11 111 II
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According to advices from Mexico
work on the Orient road is being delayed on account of the scarcity of

i

.AND.- -

In almost r very honre there ia
a room Hut the heat from the
v
other stoves or furnace fails to
resell.
It mav be a room on
the "wentbcr" side, or one having no bent
connection. It tnny be a cold hnllwav. No mat- tcr in what vnrl of the house whether room or
hallway it can soon be made snug and cozy with a

Pile shipment
of beef in storage
from Kansas Citly has t!i'. pat month
thorough
Hirailroad tun n and greatly Increased
is a
points.
tom Western
l;as a large circle of friends who re-- i
m
m
pivt bis leaving Sun Hcinanlfno.
Chinese labor is gradually being
llspensed with on the Southern Pa- -
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h
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THE FURNITURE MAN

Vehicles

FailtoDo

that

J. D. EMMONS

PAGE 8EVEH. 1

Does Wtat
Other Stoves

Advice Vom tendon is to the effect
a big Kngllsh syndicate has lieen
rormed to construct 2.mio milts or
road in the Transvaal
territorv,

Prices and terms
.
to suit all. v

es.

CITIZEN.

0O0OXCK3OOGCKC

thirds of them receiving a general overhauling. During the month
the shop force has been slightly increase,! to take csre of the Increase
of work incident to the heavy run of
fall and winter business coming on.
W. J. Fahr, th
Mexican
Central
hrakcmnn, who was injured in an accident at the smelter nt Terrazas, Chihuahua, glioui three weeks ago, died
Inst Saturday night from his injuries.
His back was broken in the accident
and h. was paralyzed from the first
moment after he was hurt. He also
Mirrored the loss of his left foot.

Hot Times
Are Coming

EVENING

RAILROAD

NUE NEXT
COMMERCE.

10

AVE-

BANK

OF
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i

MERCHANT

THIRD STREET

TAILORING

Meat Market

By Gilaoit Gardner. .
Special Correspondence.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 8. It is
surmised In Washington that Presi- dent Roosevelt has summoned Geo.
Von U Meyer to his cabinet In order
may ride with him on . - his
that he
....
.. Hoil.. jMiiiitja
i. ..Kn... ..... i..rttn.-.- o mil.imi ill." ujriiai
kn.l..
uui ua,
Mr. Meyer is horsey. That Is the
common bond that draws him to the
president.
Following the hounds of
the Myopia hunt, up In Essex county,
Mass., George is a true pattern of a
country gentleman one whose legs
are a trifle bowed, and who will come
to cabinet meetings carrying a crop.
It has been apparent for some time
that the cabinet was shy of good horse"
manshlp. Secretaries Hitchcock and
GEO. VON. L. MEYER.
Wilson are past 70, and therefore
claim the exemption of their ag;e.
two of them aa speaker. Then, in los,
g
Shaw never learned to mount more fiery than nn Iowa buggy. Lodge rewarded him by making him
Taft is too hard on horseflesh and his personal representative on the
The
needs a handicap In the matter of republican rational committee.
following year President McKinley apfences and ditches.
Root is a John Drew horseman, pointed him ambassador to Italy.
looking lovely in his togs, but never Later on Roosevelt sent him to St.
venturing out of a trot. Cortelyou Petersburg.
Geo. Von L. Meyer does not go In
learned to mount a piano stool when
quite young. Bonaparte, since he be- for philanthropy, libraries, spelling recame secretary of the navy, will not form, Celtic roetry, Bmple life, civil
marksmanship
look a horse in the face. Moody and service, soldiering,
Metcalf, It w'bs supposed, could he reaching, chasing big game, nor busttaught Kteeplechastng, hut Metcalf ing trusts. On the contrary, ho la
gate, and controlling financial ractdr in the
balked at a little nine-ba- r
Moody, in training for the supreme .Amen Plow Co., the Amoskeag Manu- factoring Co., the Old Colony Trust
court, has cut out riding.
.Meyer rides Co., the National Bank of Commerce,
Geo. Von Lengerke
beuutifully. He sits his mount like a the Electric Corporation, the United
Cossack, and cares no more ror a States Elect rip Security o., the Arbroken rib or a dislocated collnr bone mory Co., and the Walter Baker
(chocolate) Co. His father was a piothan u bird carts for rain.
The president and Meyer were in neer merchant of Boston one of the
college together. Both are Harvard ol(1 traders with ships in every port,
men, but Meyer was a year or so So when the son came upon tue scene
in advance of Roosevelt. It was there al llB hal " ! was to find good safe
that Roosevelt rormed his high estl - Investments for the paternal millions.
mate of Meyer.
The C. F. & I. Co. shipped 18,000
The things niotit readily learned
of Iron ore from their Fiorro
about G. V. L. Meyer aro that he is tons
very rich, but democratic In his tastes mines. Grant county, during the
of October. This is oae of the
and manners. Further than this be month
largest monthly outputs In the history
Is a "gentleman in politics," Just as
of that company's operations at Flerro
"
Senator Lodge is a "scholar In
gives some Idea of the freight
Is
Meyer's and
In fact, Ixidge
traffic over the Flerro branch, meansponsor and inspiration. He
ing, as It does, thirty cars a day for
..- 11 "v-- .
n..u uu
iun.
his duty in Boston as Roosevelt was thirty days in the month.
doing his in New York that he get
Cut this out and lake it to any drug
out and become a ward politician and store und get a free sample of Chaing't elected lo tne common council.
berlain s Stomach and Liver Tablets,
So Meyer did, und served from 1889 For hllfousness and constipation they
to 1X90, going from there to the- board are unequaled. They improve tue
of aldermen, and so up to the state pet lie, strengt hen ibe digestion and
legislature, where he served four year, regiilau the liver and bowels.
j

"'ij

any-thin-

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAMRAILROAD
BINI. PROPRIETOR.
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt MtaU
Steam 8ausage Factory.
My merchant tailoring shop is upEMIL KLEINWORT.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- Masonic Building. North Third Street
nue, where 1 solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' experience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
with Itaaoe & Manner.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
Office, 115 North First St.
to order. Give me a trial.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

W. E.

WOOL

O. BAMBINI.

MOTT'S

sua-este-

i""s

-

ap-be- st

ror a

PILLS

PENNYROYAL

am adi

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Ham.
ThrT ovrrron.0 Wnknm.
Grain and Fuel.
nntl ouitKlin,inut-wviiror
nil uanUh ".inlni of ni.(.alroaII..K." he are l.lfr Nn.rn" Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
t girls at womanhood, aulliiic
and Cigars. Place your orders tm
v..fp.m.iit nl oririMis add buily. No
this line with us.
known r.m.fty fur women wiaala
tie.hem. Cannot rtu hum life
NORTH THIRD STRUTS.
n. romee a ilen.nre.
1 ner hnn
v
Mold
I

1

n...ll.
lv
HOTT CHEK1CAL

FOR SALE BY

w

.

ANN

M

aHa-arlela-

ft

.

lei-d,- 0.

SON.

M.

0RAG0IE

Deafer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigar and Tobaooo, aa
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
INSURANCE, REAL BSTATB
100 North Broadway, comer of Wax
NOTARY PUBLIC.
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

D. A. SLEYSTER

a

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL HSTAT&
LOANS.
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldlaa.

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture

packed)

end- -

line and gas stove

crated; pis
repaired.

Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Third street.

'

poll-tics.-

MAUGER

COPYRIGHT

HOW ABOUT

A. E. WALKER,
riRm

THAT

RANGE OF YOURS?
INSURANCE.
Are yen sure it is in good workSecretary Mutual Building
ing order, and will cook your Thanks- tlon. Office at 317 West

assocls

Rattreat

giving dinner properly? Better he sure avenue.
and have it looked over. Range work
is our specialty, and one will have
to bu In mighty had condition if we
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
cannot make it nearly as good ag new.
Drop a postal to us, as a little pre- LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
vention in time may save you and
your Thanksgiving dinner from dire Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
disaster.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Standard Plumfefog & Heating Co 8econd Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

B

H

COME

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis
Located on Belen

Cut-of-

f

of New Mexico

of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

K4KC0404K4KK40
ymm

A Railway

Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION) ; NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

B
H

B

0

H

fit

tt
B
B
B

0
B

B
B
B
H

The Belen Town and

Im-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

Pres.

WM. M. BERBER, Sec'Y.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IiOW.AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

B

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IK
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

B

ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

KK0004000K
KK004Of00

B
B
B

B
V

B
fl
B

B
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EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

,,JAGE EIGHT.

CITIZEN.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

8,

190.

the nubile lie nennpil
may think jou can get
along very well withhis cleverest lines, his best lyrics and
piano, but if
out
wrote three 01 111s most popular songs
for this niece, which no calls a merry you will consider a moment you will
musical melange." That be fucceeded realize that with a thoroughly good
n diiliif what bo stalled out to ac piano in your home there Is musical
by me enjoment for you without end.
complish Is best evidenced
A good piano will make your home
fact that nearly half a million people twiceas attractive, provide unlimited
with and at Mr. Carle last
laughed
from
TUoreau.
W. K. Drake Is in
pleasure
for you and your friends, beMummy,"
Maid
The
and
season. "The
rurnishing a safe Investment
Sam NeuRtait is in Wlnslow on a now in l's second successful season, sides
AND NOTE THE INSTANT BETTERhas little depreciation because of
business trip.
comes to he Elks' opera bouse, Wed that
the high reputation each make vc sell
A. Staab, the retired merchant, is nesday evening. ,ovemicr n.
MENT IN
enjoys.
APPEARANCE
down from Santu re.
Isn t It a mistake to put on" ownASSOCIATION
Mrs. Joseph ITlce In In the city to DAIRY
HOLDING CONVENTION ing u piano any longer, especially
remain several days, the guest of
is 110 reason under the
Cedar Rapids. Ia.. Nov. 8. The whenforthere delay?
tho
annual convention of the din
thirteenth
In
Aluuquerque State Dairy association opened here
Why should you delay?
Anions the visitors
York--$- 2
yesterday were: Walter M. Cofinell yesterday and was very largely atNot liecause of terms, because we
told you again and again that
and Mrs. Council, of I.os Lunas.
tended. The Mayor A. H. Connor have
Jtr. Hoy II. .Tohnnin, it well known welcomed the delegates. Hon. H. R. payments may be arranged to meet
physician of (iallup. la n vlnltor In the Wright, state dnlry and food Inspec- your wishes. Not because of any
Duke chy today. He Is 'here witn Joe tor, (telivcred a series of lectures on doubt about the quality of the piano
Hocfellerly, also of Gallup.
dairy management and Professor W. you may select, for that Is guaranteed
by us.
President V. O. Tight, who sprain- .1. Fr.iZ'T of the dairy department
If there Is nny other reason we
of Illinois in the course of
ed ills ankle recently on the univervaluable lou t know of it, and if you will come
sity campus,. is able to be about and three 'lectures gave some
believe
to separator In and tell us what it is wedifficulty
hints with reference
the Injury Is minding nicely.
we will be able to clear the
I
collown
of
Professor
cream.
Curt
daughter,
an
away.
W. W. Dickson, wife
li ae. Prof. (. I.. McKay, Ami's and H.
!of Qulncy, 111., are In the city. Mr. (J.
When you next go shopping why
on
subjects
PHt
will
lecture
Van
looking
for a loca
Dickson, who Is
not call here and select the piano that
rearing
with
and
cattle
connected
may
decide to
tion in the southwest,
suits you?
MORE
STYLE, BETTER FITTING, LONGEST
dairy management.
Awaiting your call we are
make Albuquerque his borne.
WEARING CLOTHING MANUFACTURED TODAY.
Very respectfully.
I.011I8 McRae, the sheep raiser, left ARMY OF TENNESSEE
EVERY GARMENT MADE BY THIS WELL KNOWN
LEARNARD & LINDE.M ANN.
last night for bis 'home lit Magdalena,
HOLDING A REUNION
CLOTHING FIRM IS GUARANTEED ALL WOOL.
206
Gold
Avenue.
West
city.
to
Mr.
visit
a
the
abort
after
Council Bluffs, la., Nov. 8 This New
Mexico's Largest Piano Buyers.
We have more complete lines and better assortment
McRea calls Albuquerque his home is a field day here, the occasion
vote.
up
his
to
cast
came
and
til,, thlrt
of styles this season than ever before.
h minimi
reunion
Regular services at Temple. Albert or the society of the army of the Ten
IV.
Dr. Jacob nessee, an organisation composed m
Friday evening at 7:45.
Suits $15.00 to $30.00 Overcoat $12.00 to $28.00
H. Kaplan will lecture on the follow- the oldest of the Civil war veterans.
Wholotmlo mint Hotmll
ing verse, "And Abraham arose from ! was formed at Raleigh. N. C, in
Pants $4.00 to $8.00
before his dead." Everylmdy Is wel- IMm when the members were en- come.
camped around the state house. The
$6.50
3,0''0 Best American Block
Dixon
and organization then
numbered
Robert Henry. Jack
,
8.50
but death bus reduced its ranks to Hard Nut Coal
"Snapper" Hale, Albuquerque
9.50
are reported to have left town SSI,. The veterans were bospltally en- Larger Sizes
6.00
yesterday for the Sabinul lakes near tertained fnd General Greenville M. Domestic Gas Coke
$2.25
I. a Joys where they will hunt ducks Dodge, the president of the society. Green Mill Wood, per load
2.79
Col. Cornelius Cadle. Major A. M. Van Dry Mill Wood, per load
for a week.
Factory Blocks, per load
3.00
Mrs. Abraham, of Silver City, is In Dyke and Major W. H. ChamberAlso Native Stove Wood and Kindling
Avenue Clothier
the city the guest of her daughter, lain were objects of special interestIn All Sizes.
Mrs. 11. F. Copp The arrival at the to the crowds who watched the vet- Phones Black, 280
Auto. 416
Cupp home on Monday
of ft nine-pou- trans parade.
boy Is the occasion
of Mrs.
Reliable shoe polishes; Colt Edge,
Abraham's visit.
Eliti. Champion, French Glass, Ilos-tn- n
court
A. Montoya, who ucleil
as
Shinola. Simp laces ill soil;, linen
interpreter during the campaign, has or cotton for hogti or low hlioes. Dauinsurpurchased the real estate and
bers and shoe polishers; corn plasance business of T. L. DManey, wiMi ters; heel cushions and insoles at C.
office on Cold avenue. Mr. Delaney Mays slioe store, III West Railroad
lias accepted the management of tho avenue.
vmmi
local Western Union office.
A delightful and instructive
will
regular
a
convocation
be
'there
115-11- 7
Is promised for tomorrow
of Rio Grande chapter No. 4. A. K. &
church,
Between Railroad and Ccppar Ave.
A. M. this evening at 8 o'clock at Ma- nigbt in the Congregational
sonic temple. There will be work la when Dr. McClary of New York City
the M. M. and P. M. degrees and a win deliver nis i.imous lecture on
full attendance Is desired. Uy order "The Mission of Mirth."' The speakI
of Uie H. P. J. C. Kerger, secretary. er of the evening Is an orator of rare
to
talent and superior cultivation,
Frank M. Harms, who gave Ills oc- wbicn
he adds a striking appearanoe
cupation as being a mining man and and1
attractive personality. With sucri
his address as Needles, Oil., and a subject
and such a speaker a good
Miss E. Rose, residence same place, audience should
The lecwere married by Rev. Kolline, of the ture will begin atbe8 assured.
o'clock.
Lead avenue Methodist church,
I
111
ABUNDANCE
at noon, and left last night for TOO LATE FOR CL.sC-- - if ICATION.
a larce assobimeht
UP
Poncha Springs, Colo.
ITnlholl lefl last nieht for FOrf. SALE Rooming house, 20TV4
V A
West Gold avenue, ceven rooms and
MaerrialpnA in snnerlntenrl the sbinbath.
ping of 8,500 lambs, which have been
This is the
sold to Colorado parties.
THE MAZE.
second large shipment Mr. Hubbcll
has made of this year's crop of lambs 2 burner coal oil stoves
$2.00
from his Socorro county flocks. The 2 burner gasoine stoves
$3.0(1
ten
first shipment, which was made
2 gallon liot water urns
J2.5
days ago, consisted of 12.0U0.
$1.10
Mrs. Potts Sad Irons
Percy Hawley, tho well known man Sheet Iron Heating Stoves
$1.35
"On the Corner," appeared at Tho Laundry Stoves
$3.00
Evening Citizen offico this morning Harlicks Malted Milk
90c
with a broad smile on his cheerful Castorja
30c
countenance. He carried a box ol $1.00 bottle of Llsterine
00c
45c
clear Havanas and Uio news (but a Syrup of Figs
baby boy made his appearWe make u specialty iu our grocery
ance at the Hawley home, 701 south department of fancy creamery butThird street. "Tbe mother is doing ter and strictly fresh eggs. We bewell," e announced, "snioko on me," lieve we are selling more eggs than
any store in town, there r.tu.-- t be a
and be left the cigars on the table.
Lawsoh Auld, better known in Albu- good reason for it.
querque as "Polly," Is In the city from
THE MAZE.
San Hernardlno, Cal., to spend a couTHE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
Wm. Koiekft, Prop
Mr.
ple of weeks with old friends.
Auld now holds the responsible poYOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
sition of depot agent for the Wellrf-Farg- MAH ARAN, 516 WEST RAILROAD.
Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
Express company at San
CLOTHE YOUR FAMILY FOR $1
Wbeu a boy In Albuquerque PER WEEK.
Round Oak, National and
years ago "Polly" Auld held the re.
sponsible position of "devil" cu The
PRIVATE SALE.
Healing Stoves.
Citizen.
house,
Furniture for a seven-rooA. J. Little, for the past year New
Mexico manager for the State Ufe practically new weather oak, decidedCOAL HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
Insurance Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., ly modern in every detail, and iwlhout
leaves tonight for Michigan, his home a marred piece; must be sold between
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING
state. Mr. Little will represent his now and the first of December. Tho
companay there and his headquarters house is also new and modern and
will be In Detroit. Since beginning ean be rented with the furniture in b.
his duties iu New Mexico Mr. Little Three rooms are now rented 1o roomhas made numerous friends generally ers for rent more than equal to the
throughout the territorqy, both in a house rent. A snap for some one
business nnd social way. He carries just coming to the city. Everything
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
Is completly sanitary and only reason
from the Duke City excellent recommendations into his new field f ac- for selling is that young couple ownAgents:
Winchester Arms ad Ammunition.
PLUMBERS AND
DOC
WAM . JACK
ing the property is going away. Call
tivity.
Hercules Powder and HIh Explosives.
TINNERS
421
South
Third
at
street.
Yesterday afternoon at the home of
Fifth
Mrs. Louis lluning on south
HOME-MADFEE'S PEERLESS
Mouth rirat tract
lie,403,11T.North
ItS.4oi,
New Mexico
street, occurred the marriage of Dr. CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
rirat mtroot
W. F. Wittwer, a well known physician STORE.
at Ix)s Lunas and Miss Emma Nowlin
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
of Montgomery City, Va., Rev. J. W.
T. McNiel, of tho Baptist church, "pe- BREAD and take no other.
rformed the ceremony. The bride is a
"A SINGLE FACT IS WORTH A
sister of the groom's former wife,
whose death ocurred something over SHIPLOAD OF ARGUMENT" AND A
SEALSHIPT OYSTER IS
a year ago. Miss Nowlin visited SINGLE
much at the home of her sister and at WORTH A PAGE OF ADVERTISETRY ONE THEN YOU'L
one time taught school at Helen. The MENTS.
i
bridge and groom are both well known TRY A PINT AND NEVER TRY
ANY
WE
TODAY
KIND.
OTHER
Mexico.
This
popular
New
in
and
HAVE
POINTS, DIRECT
BLUE
paper extends congratulations.
A PURE FOOO
FROM GREAT SOUTH BAY, LONG
no ki at m
rvon s ri
j it n i w
When Richard Curie started out to ISLAND; COCKTAIL OYSTERS, DI!
write) "The Maid and Tho Mummy" RECT FROM
VIRGINIA; COUNTS
tnslttli t r,tur, Mn(.'a '
ABSOLUTELY PUHE.,
he declared hat he was going to cre- DIRECT FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY.
the aristocracy among oysters
ate something to amuse, entertain
SAN JOSE MARKET.
Ui."T- CARRiin system r. ::;yt'
equal them in delicacy

YOU

1

LOCAL. AND

Invest in a new vest

PERSONAL

YOUR

This Is Slipper Time

Just in a handsome line of new
styles from New

full line of Men's. Women's, Children's
We huve Just received
They
Slippers.
are
neat looking, feel comfortable, wear
and Halites'
well and help yon to enjoy your stay at home.
felt toe

Kelt Slippers,

s

70c

Felt Romeoe, leather sole
Men's Kid Slippers, black or tan
Women's Felt Slippers, felt solos
Men'g

Mart, SchafTner & Marx
Suits, Overcoats, Pants

$1.50

60c

Women's Kid Slippers
Children's Red Felt Slippers

red,
$1.10, $1.25, $1.50
75c, 8Gc, 90c

Babies' Felt Julietes, fur trimmed

WE SELL

unl-veifi- iy

$1.50, 12.00

Women's Felt Julietes, fur trimmed, flexible soles,
green, black, brown $1.25 1.50

to $4.50

be-tti-

45c, 60c

H. HAHN&CO.

Coal and Coke

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

tuln-rods-

Vhen purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
tlify enter. This is because we Always procure toe best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

The Railroad

t

It Will Pay You to Trade With

F. F. TROTTER
Aos.

and

118

South Second street.

12i

enler-tnlnnie-

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

.

'The Holidays are rapidly approaching. None realize this fact more
than do we, and anticipating a repetlon of the gratifying patronage
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, In addl-- '
ditlon to our usual lines ever known In this city. The goods are on
display in our salesroom, South Second Street, and we cordially invite
your early inspection. Special attention paid to mail Inquiries.

The

New Mexico's

Leading

y

Jewelers

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

I

-I

m

GO,

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

r
9 '

SECOND STREET.

HARDWARE

lzzs Lza

NORTH FIRST STREET

m

CDl5c,

STOVES

$18.00 and

articles

mil0

ten-pou-

Waste Fuel

The Wilson Hot Blast Heater is so constructed that it burns into actual heat every ounce of
coal and every bit of gas. There is no waste.
Not only does it cut fuel bills in half,
but it gives greater heating power
than any other heater known.
m
Start a (ire in a

o

s

o.

in

WILSON

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

-

HEATER
HARDWARE

0
0

GO.

SOLE AGENTS
THE

EVERITT
fV!.i!Tino.
fi.iir 1M1U

W
nrt

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.

'.

rturr

Jewelry, Out (ilab t'i.wk.
SQUARE DEAL.
oftrm- -

W

:dvii

APPLES

$5.
202

WITHNO" SEED!

NO

ALBUQUERQUE.

o

Boys' Undetwear

Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to be washed over. Imperial
Co.

We have just received a complete line of UoyV
Underwear. These goods are full cut, well made garments, from a reliable factory and we can recommend
them for good durable wear.
Union Suits only $i.oo.
suits 75 cts. and $t.o pvr
Tleece lined

The Woman's Exchange Is the only
place In the city, where you can ald
ways buy
goods. Try our
pies baked on paprus plo plates. Woman's Exchange, 401 .West Railroad
avenue.
home-cooke-

ce

suit.

only $1.50

we-ili- t.

per suit.
We invite your inspection.
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of flavor or in the purity of their
white meat. They demand higher prices,
as they are considered by epicures to be
the choicest oysters obtainable. The only Blue Point beds in the
United States are located in the Great South Bay, on the south shore

of the Atlantic and by
numerous streams of cold, sparkling spring water. There are no cities
or factories along this shore, so that the water is entirely pure and free
of Long Island.

This bay is

fed by the waters

from contamination.

NORTHPORT SELECTS

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and

delicacy of flavor an.l plump, white meat;
These ovsiers rlostlv resemble the Ulue Point In their Long
Island instead of tho south ebore, the
hut are much larger", and come frum the north shore of
.
home of the Ulue I'olnt.
Notthport Selects nie used by all the best hotels and restaurants where a large oyster is deoysters are of the National
sired and ure considered to be without a peer In their own class. These
Oyster Currier Company's own raisins.
We use the Sealshipt Carriers, so that we receive them at our store sa as perfect a condi.Um
as when they leave the h'.:.

408

-

FORM

-

Thos. F. Keleher
Jap-a-la- c.

I.. Wamihukn G

itj-- j

BLUE POINTS

I

CORE! TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.

suits, good

0

--

City.

two-piec- e

m

(

Sixty-pounhoney, $1.
can for
Order bv postal. W. P. Allen, Itox

Wool

Albuquerque,

mm

HONEY
Ten pounds of the best extracted

two-pie-

00

WHITNEY COMPANY,

and it will be roaring in five minutes.
The perfect damper system enables
you to keep fire for 36 hours.

ALBUQUERQUE

Peninsular

0

aT

Bill

i

09

KSJ!I....USIH

No

10c & 15c

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

-

Band In Your Watohaa tor Ttapalra
THE ARCH FRONT.

u w Lri

STEEL RANGES

Co.

Hickox-Maynar- d

ut

W.

Railroad Avaaua

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
at rum

'

COLOMBO HALL DANCING SCHOOL
Admission 50c

'

Ladies Free

. Si if

